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"Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet
Muhammad
« on: December 25, 2015, 10:28:55 PM »

Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
Here we shall witness an Absolutely AWESOME Miracle
with regard to the "Golden CITY" specifically foretold
by prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them),
wherein their long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant
(=i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant")
will be dwelling, by the Commandment of

ALLAH,

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations of the Earth
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/3132 & 21/107112), in this Final Age now.

So, here are the specific Coordinates of this three "Holy CITY,"
=JERUSALEM (wherein prophet David PbuH dwelt),
=MECCA (wherein prophet Muhammad PbuH dwelt),
=TUCSON (wherein their long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant,
i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant"
will be dwelling),
by the Commandment of

ALLAH, unto each of them, above,

now here thus:
JERUSALEM
Coordinates:
Latitude:

31.7833o North

35.2167o East

Longitude:

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Jerusalem&params=31_47_N_35_13_E_type:city_region:IL

MECCA
Coordinates:
Latitude:

21.4167o North

Longitude:

39.8167o East

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Mecca&params=21_25_N_39_49_E_type:city(1675368)_region:SA

TUCSON
Coordinates:
32.2217o North

Latitude:

110.9264o West

Longitude:

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Tucson%2C_Arizona&params=32_13_18_N_110_55_35_W_type:city(520116)_region:USAZ

So here they are,
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect manner,
now here thus:

"JERUSALEM"
Latitude
31.7833

+

"JERUSALEM"
Longitude
35.2167

+

"MECCA"
Latitude

"TUCSON"
Latitude

/

21.4167

32.2217

"MECCA"
Longitude

"TUCSON"
Longitude

39.8167

/ 110.9264

=

1.651061241337.....

=

0.6764.....

*So, we should absolutely note that
these perfect Conclusions above:

1.6..... & 0.6.....
are exactly the "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate")
numbers in their (most fundamental and basic) essence:

Golden Ratio:

1.618033.....

Golden Ratio Conjugate:

0.618033.....

==========
*So please, absolutely see it here:

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608046.0
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness
the "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Signature"
unto this "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate") numbers,
by our Supreme

LORD therein, from the very beginning.

==========

So now, let us see again those perfect Conclusions above,
also in this most Specific respect here,
now here thus:
the first time they can perfectly give us a "multiple" (i.e. =19x...),
when those numbers that are specifically after the "decimal points"
are taken into account above,
in this

"Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

perfect manner,

now here thus:

with regard to
"Longitudes"
above

with regard to
"Latitudes"
above

0.6764.....

1.651061241337.....

=

=

19 19

=

x...

=

x...

and then
the total number of digits (here including all those numbers
before & after the "decimal points") above:

0.6764.....

=

1.651061241337.....

=

total number of "digits"
above

total number of "digits"
above

5

13

19

=

x...

*So please, also absolutely see

BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 2
pages no. 9899 & 141143
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id181.html

BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 4
pages no. 130132 & 273276
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html
thus to clearly witness the Most MIRACULOUS Prophecies
of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them)
with regard to this "Golden CITY" above,
wherein their long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant
(=i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant")
will be dwelling, by the Commandment of

ALLAH,

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations of the Earth
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/3132 & 21/107112), in this Final Age now.

continues in the next post
Logged
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Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #1 on: December 25, 2015, 11:29:23 PM »

So now, let us clearly see
how this "Golden CITY" which is specifically foretold
by prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them) above,
has also been prophesied and emphasized in the QURAN TESTAMENT, in the first place,
now here thus:
==========
96 The first House (to be visited) that is appointed for all people
is the one in "BECCA" (=i.e. "TUCSON" above, for/in this Final Age now),
thus especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables here
now "a Blessing" (=Mubarakan), and due to/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables here now "a Guidance" (=Hudan) for the worlds.

(QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No. 3, Verse No. 96)
==========
And then, here is how "JERUSALEM" (implicitly) and "MECCA" (explicitly)
have been emphasized in the QURAN TESTAMENT, in such an exclusive and
perfect manner therein, now here thus:
==========
7 If you persevere in doing good, you will but be doing good
to/for yourselves (O Children of Israel);
but if you do evil, it will (have dire Consequences) to/upon yourselves.
So, when the promise of the second time comes, they will make your faces
sorrowful and they will enter the Temple (in/of JERUSALEM)
as they entered it the first time,
and they will strike down all that was raised up with a (fierce) striking down.
Perhaps your LORD will have Mercy on you (thereafter), ......
(QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No. 17, Verse No. 7)

24 And HE is the ONE Who withheld their hands against you, and your hands
against them inside of "MECCA," (O Children of Ishmael),
after HE had made you victorious over them (=i.e. those Arab idolworshipers therein).
For ALLAH is Seer of what you do.
(QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No. 48, Verse No. 24)
==========
So, here are those specific "ChapterVerse Numbers"
in the QURAN TESTAMENT above
of this three "Holy CITY,"
=JERUSALEM (in ChapterVerse No. "17
(wherein prophet David PbuH dwelt),

7" above)

=MECCA (in ChapterVerse No. "48 24" above)
(wherein prophet Muhammad PbuH dwelt),
=BECCA (=TUCSON) (in ChapterVerse No. "3 96" above)
(wherein their long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant,
i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant"
will be dwelling),
by the Commandment of

ALLAH, in this Final Age now,

in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect manner,
here for/in this Case again,
now here thus:
"JERUSALEM"

"MECCA"

"TUCSON"

>

>

>

17 7

+

48 24

03 096

/

=

1.615310077519379844961.....

=

0.6190761847630473905218.....

or/and

"TUCSON"

"MECCA"

<
03 096

"JERUSALEM"

<
/

48 24

<
+

17 7

==========
*please, certainly note that
"Chapter Numbers" above have been rightfully placed as:
all equally consist of two digits = 17 48 "03"
and then
"VerseNumbers" above have been rightfully placed as:
each perfectly consist of one & two & three digits = 7 24 "096"
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
for/in both cases above.
==========

*So, we should again absolutely note that
these perfect Conclusions above:

1.6..... & 0.6.....
are exactly the "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate")
numbers in their (most fundamental and basic) essence
here again:

Golden Ratio:

1.618033.....

Golden Ratio Conjugate:

0.618033.....

==========
*So please, absolutely see it here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608046.0
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness
the "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Signature"
unto this "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate") numbers,
by our Supreme

LORD therein again, from the very beginning.

==========

So now, let us see again those perfect Conclusions above,

also in this most Specific respect here,
here for/in this Case again,
(=i.e. this is what we have exactly done at the very end of our first post above)
now here thus:
the first time they can perfectly give us a "multiple" (i.e. =19x...),
when those numbers that are specifically after the "decimal points"
are taken into account above,

"Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

in this

perfect manner again,

now here thus:

for/in that "first Case"
above

for/in that "second Case"
above

1.615310077519379844961.....

=

19

=

0.6190761847630473905218.....

=

19

x...

=

x...

and then
the total number of digits (here including all those numbers
before & after the "decimal points") again above:

1.615310077519379844961.....

=

0.6190761847630473905218.....

=

total number of "digits"
above

total number of "digits"
above

22

23

19

=

x...

*So please, also absolutely see

UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES 2
pages no. 5254
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id176.html

thus to clearly witness the Most MIRACULOUS Prophecies
of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them)
with regard to this "Golden CITY" above,
wherein their long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant
(=i.e. this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant")
will be dwelling, by the Commandment of

ALLAH,

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations of the Earth
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/3132 & 21/107112), in this Final Age now.

continues in the next post
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Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #2 on: December 26, 2015, 12:19:26 AM »

So finally, let us see here this "Golden CITY" (=TUCSON)
which has specifically been foretold
by prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them) above,
and also has been clearly referred to as "BECCA" in the QURAN TESTAMENT (=3/96),
in the first place, above,
now here thus:
TUCSON
Coordinates:
Latitude:
Longitude:

32.2217o North
110.9264o West

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Tucson%2C_Arizona&params=32_13_18_N_110_55_35_W_type:city(520116)_region:USAZ

So here it is,
in this "Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect manner,
now here thus:
Northern Hemisphere
upwards/above
"TUCSON"
Latitude

57.7783

Northern Hemisphere

Northern Hemisphere
total
"WORLD"
Latitude

/

90.0000

=

Southern Hemisphere

0.64198111111111111111.....
Northern Hemisphere

upwards/above
"TUCSON"
Latitude

57.7783

total
"WORLD"
Latitude

+

total
"WORLD"
Latitude

/

90.0000

90.0000

=

1.64198.....

and then

Western Hemisphere
towards/within
"TUCSON"
Longitude

110.9264

Western Hemisphere
total
"WORLD"
Longitude

/

Western Hemisphere
towards/within
"TUCSON"
Longitude

110.9264

180.0000

0.616257777777.....

=

Eastern Hemisphere
total
"WORLD"
Longitude

+

180.0000

Western Hemisphere
total
"WORLD"
Longitude

/

180.0000

=

1.61625777777.....

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
for/in both Cases (=i.e. those Latitudes and then those Longitudes) above,
in the very first place!

*So, we should again absolutely note that
these perfect Conclusions above:

0.6..... & 1.6.....
0.6..... & 1.6.....
are exactly the "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate")
numbers in their (most fundamental and basic) essence
here again:

Golden Ratio:

1.618033.....

Golden Ratio Conjugate:

0.618033.....

==========
*So please, absolutely see it here:

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608046.0
thus to clearly and unmistakably witness
the "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Signature"
unto this "Golden Proportion"
(=i.e. "Golden Ratio" and "Golden Ratio Conjugate") numbers,
by our Supreme

LORD therein again, from the very beginning.

==========

So now, let us see again those perfect Conclusions above,
also in this most Specific respect here again,
now here thus:
the first time they can perfectly give us a "multiple" (=i.e.

19x...),

when those numbers that are specifically
before and after the "decimal point"

&

only after the "decimal point"

are taken into account above,

"Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

in this

perfect manner,

now here thus:

with regard to
"Latitudes"
above

with regard to
"Longitudes"
above

1.64198.....

0.616257777777.....

=

19

=

=

19

x...

=

x...

as in an "exact opposite" manner, in this respect, here now,
the total number of digits (here including all those numbers
only after the "decimal point"

&

before and after the "decimal point")

above:

1.64198.....

=

total number of "digits"
above

5

0.616257777777.....

=

total number of "digits"
above

13

19

=

x...

and then

the first time they can perfectly give us a "multiple" (=i.e.

19x...),

when those numbers that are specifically
before and after the "decimal point"

&

only after the "decimal point"

are taken into account again above,

"Most AMAZING" & "Most WONDROUS"

in this

perfect manner,

now here again thus:
with regard to
"Longitudes"
above

with regard to
"Latitudes"
above

1.61625777777.....

=

19

=

0.64198111111111111111.....

=

19

x...

=

x...

as in an "exact opposite" manner again, in this respect, here now,
the total number of digits (here including all those numbers
only after the "decimal point"

&

before and after the "decimal point")

above:

1.61625777777.....

=

0.64198111111111111111.....

=

total number of "digits"
above

total number of "digits"
above

11

21

19

=

x...

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,
for/in both Cases (=i.e. those Latitudes & Longitudes and then those Longitudes & Latitudes) above,

by this most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our Supreme LORD
here (54/49 = 41/53 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning!

continues in the next post
Logged
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Apprentice

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #3 on: December 26, 2015, 01:32:01 AM »

Posts: 253

==========
96‐ The first House (to be visited) that is appointed for all people
is the one in "BECCA" (=i.e. "TUCSON" above, for/in this Final Age now),
‐‐thus especially, due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables here
now‐‐ "a Blessing" (=Mubarakan), and ‐‐due to/on the right side of those
"19" coded Tables here now‐‐ "a Guidance" (=Hudan) for the worlds.
97‐ In it are ‐‐"19" coded‐‐ clear "Signs" (=74/26‐30, 31);
the standing‐attitude of Abraham ‐‐(here in this most specific manner =6/161 & 26/77‐83).
So, whoever enters it ‐‐(in this most specific manner =6/161 & 26/77‐83 above)‐‐
will (thus) be secure. (=6/80‐81, 82‐83)
And to make Visitation to (this) House ‐‐(that shall be built in "BECCA" = "TUCSON" above
for/in this Final Age now)‐‐ is (an Obligation) upon the people by/for AL‐LAH,
whoever is able to make a path (for himself/herself) towards it.
And whoever rejects, then AL‐LAH is Most‐Rich (=has no Need) of the worlds.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 3/96‐97)
==========

So, these three "Golden CITIES"
as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed them in the first posts above:
"JERUSALEM"
=shall be visited by all Jews (=Children of Israel) as an Obligation unto them,

and also should be visited by all other Peoples worldwide, as a Recommendation unto them;
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 17/78, 104 & 21/7172, 81)
"MECCA"
=shall be visited by all Arabs (=Children of Ishmael) as an Obligation unto them,
and also should be visited by all other Peoples worldwide, as a Recommendation unto them;
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/125126, 127130)
"BECCA/TUCSON"
=shall be visited including Jews (=Children of Israel) and Arabs (=Children of Ishmael) above
by all Peoples worldwide, henceforth, as an Obligation unto them;
whoever is able to make a path (for himself/herself) towards it, for/in this Final Age now.
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/9697)

*So please, also absolutely see

UNIVERSAL MAGNIFICENT MIRACLES 2
pages no. 5254
now here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id176.html
thus to clearly witness another Most Superb and Excellent MIRACLE
with regard to these three "Golden CITIES" (=JERUSALEM & MECCA & BECCA/TUCSON)
also therein now, in the first place.

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #4 on: December 26, 2015, 04:06:57 AM »

Peace Lastday.
We know from history about Jerusalem and Mecca!
Please clarify/explain why Tuscon?
For example have you tried New York? Philadelphia? Paris? Moscow? Durban?..etc..May be their latitude and longitude will also give the "golden ratio"?

Posts: 2631

You will have to elaborate more. What is the story behind Tuscon?
Thank you.
Peace.
Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

LastDay3
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Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #5 on: January 03, 2016, 01:13:02 AM »

Salaam Good Logic,
this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant"
has been sent by

ALLAH specifically in Tucson,

not in New York, or Philadelphia, or Paris, or Moscow, etc.
for all Peoples (absolutely including also all of those People who live
in New York, Philadelphia, Paris, Moscow, etc.) on Earth now.
And if you go to those links provided in the previous posts,
you can clearly see all of those Most Miraculous Prophecies
of prophet David and prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon both of Them)
wherein they clearly and unmistakably prophesied about this
long awaited and anticipated "Holy CITY" (=TUCSON)
as it is designated by

ALLAH for all Peoples on Earth now

in this most specific Rightful manner (=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/9697),
for/in this Final Age now.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #6 on: January 03, 2016, 07:58:46 AM »

Peace LastDay3.
Thank you for your reply.
Ok, so you say David( Jerusalem) and Mohammed ( Mecca) have both prophesied this holy city ( Tuscon)?
Please elaborate why specifically Tuscon? Which Messenger/message of the covenant are you implying and why?
Posts: 2631

What is your role in this? Do you live in Tuscon?
Thanks in advance.
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

csmith
Beginner/Inquirer

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #7 on: January 03, 2016, 11:15:55 AM »

The Messenger of the Covenant was a guy named Rashad Khalifa. He founded a sect that believes that there is a numerological miracle in the Quran, based around the
number 19. It is obvious nonsense. If you start out with no specific goal, then run computer programs over and over until you find an anomaly, then ask "what are the
chances of that anomaly", you have misunderstood elementary probability. Finding some number of highly unlikely anomalies is very likely, in fact it is almost certain, if you
are just fishing for anomalies. Still, there are a lot of people that just don't get mathematics, so he was able to gather a following.
It turns out that the 19 thing doesn't add up, so Khalifa removed two verses from the Quran to make things fit. That obviously upset a lot of people. Khalifa then went on to
declare himself the Messenger of the Covenant (whatever that might be), which was the final straw for the Sunni authorities. A fatwa was issued, and Khalifa was murdered
not long after.
Khalifa was a Quranist, so members of his sect often hang out in the same places as other Quranists.
Posts: 48
Gender:

Khalifa was from Tucson, Arizona, hence the attempt to prove, again by numerology, that Tucson is is the new Jerusalem.
Frankly, I think his followers should grab a high school maths textbook, then review the chapter on chance and probability.
Rashad Khalifa (Wikipedia): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rashad_Khalifa
Logged

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #8 on: January 03, 2016, 11:44:52 AM »

Peace csmith.
Thank you for the information.
I know about Rashad, I spent a lot of time studying his work, and double checking his findings. My study of Qoran is still ongoing of course.
My question to LastDay3 was to check some details from him.
Posts: 2631

GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

csmith
Beginner/Inquirer

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #9 on: January 03, 2016, 12:11:35 PM »

Ah, ok. No worries. The information may still help anyone else who reads the thread. The Tucson connection is pretty obscure if you're not familiar with Khalifa.
Logged
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Topic: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Read 814 times)
Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #10 on: January 03, 2016, 04:13:07 PM »
Quote from: csmith on January 03, 2016, 11:15:55 AM

Posts: 253

The Messenger of the Covenant was a guy named Rashad Khalifa.
He founded a sect that believes that there is a numerological miracle in the Quran,
based around the number 19. It is obvious nonsense.
If you start out with no specific goal, then run computer programs over and over until you find an anomaly,
then ask "what are the chances of that anomaly", you have misunderstood elementary probability.
Finding some number of highly unlikely anomalies is very likely, in fact it is almost certain,
if you are just fishing for anomalies. Still, there are a lot of people that just don't get mathematics,
so he was able to gather a following.

Salaam CSmith,
I believe Rashad Khalifa was the Messenger of ALLAH
who was sent to prepare the Way for this most critical and important
"Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant" now.
Yes, it is true that there are also some baseless "numerology" in his work.
It must be this kind of satanic interference unto a true Messenger of ALLAH. (=22/5457)
All those baseless "numerology" therein shall be nullified and

"19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" (=74/2630, 31)
shall be firmly established by ALLAH here now (=22/5457).
*Please, clearly see it
in "AWESOME MIRACLE 2"
on p. 68 & 1518
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id100.html
Quote from: csmith on January 03, 2016, 11:15:55 AM
Khalifa was from Tucson, Arizona, hence the attempt to prove, again by numerology, that Tucson is the new Jerusalem.
Frankly, I think his followers should grab a high school maths textbook, then review the chapter on chance and probability.
Rashad Khalifa (Wikipedia): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rashad_Khalifa

I believe city of Tucson is such a most Superbly and perfectly "19" coded, Golden CITY,
as it is clearly and unmistakably proven in the very first posts (and the links referred to therein) above.
Chance and probability absolutely can NEVER produce this kind of

"19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" (=74/2630, 31),
just one Perfect Example here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608082.0
So, if you can show me any Book on earth (written in the past or present,
produced randomly by chance and probability, or produced intentionally by intelligent jinns and humans and all kinds of extraterrestrials)
that can contain such "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" (=74/2630, 31) in it,
I would have truly considered to give ear to what you say above.
Remain in peace/salaam.

Quote from: good logic on January 03, 2016, 07:58:46 AM
Peace LastDay3.
Thank you for your reply.
Ok, so you say David( Jerusalem) and Mohammed ( Mecca) have both prophesied this holy city ( Tuscon)?
Please elaborate why specifically Tuscon? Which Messenger/message of the covenant are you implying and why?
What is your role in this? Do you live in Tuscon?
Thanks in advance.
GOD bless you.
Peace.

Salaam Good Logic,
this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant"
(=i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad
(Peace be upon Both of Them) has clearly been foretold
in TORAH,
by the Commandment of ALLAH
unto prophet Moses (Peace be upon Him) therein,
*Please, clearly see it
in "BIBLICAL
on p. 181182
here:

EXCELLENT MIRACLES 1"

http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id180.html

in ZABOOR,
by the Commandment of ALLAH
unto prophet David (Peace be upon Him) therein,
*Please, clearly see it

in "BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 2"
on p. 129130
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id181.html

in GOSPEL,
by the Commandment of ALLAH
unto prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) therein,
*Please, clearly see it
in "BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 3"
on p. 34
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id182.html

in QURAN (and HADITH),
by the Commandment of ALLAH
unto prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) therein,
*Please, clearly see it
in "BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES 4"
on p. 45
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id183.html

And this most critical and important "Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant"
(=i.e. the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of prophet David and prophet Muhammad
(Peace be upon Both of Them) above has been sent by ALLAH
to deliver this "19" coded, most Critical and important "MESSAGE of the Covenant"
to the whole World in this Final Age now, specifically from within Tucson,
because ALLAH has Rightfully chosen it (=28/6870), from the very beginning,
and designated it as such a most Superbly and perfectly "19" coded, Golden CITY
as it is clearly and unmistakably presented in the very first posts (and the links referred to therein) above.
(=3/9697)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

csmith
Beginner/Inquirer

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #11 on: January 04, 2016, 02:49:09 AM »

LastDay3  Salaam. I'll try and respond, but first wanted to say that you really should stop using that peculiar typography and strange language. I'm not sure what you're
trying to achieve, but it makes it very hard to parse your posts, difficult to understand their meaning, and to be totally honest, makes you look a bit crazy. Please don't be
offended. I really am just trying to be honest. Your post would be much more widely read if you used regular English with normal typography.

You seemed to have challenged me in your post, saying:

So, if you can show me any Book on earth (written in the past or present, produced randomly by chance and probability, or produced intentionally by intelligent jinns and
humans and all kinds of extraterrestrials) that can contain such "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" (=74/2630, 31) in it, I would have truly
considered to give ear to what you say above.

Posts: 48
Gender:

If I have interpreted that correctly, you are asking me to point you to another book that has the same 19 based qualities that are in the Quran (if we remove two verses that
otherwise ruin the count). If so, this is a perfect example of where you are all going wrong. You are asking me to do something that Rashad Khalifa could never do. Khalifa
never started out with the challenge of finding multiples of 19 and then actually found them. That would be something special, but Khalifa never did that. You are looking at
the events in the wrong order, which is why you see an everyday occurrence as miraculous.

If I shuffle a deck of cards, the odds of the cards coming out in order is 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 to 1. The
odds of the deck coming it out in any predefined order is 100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 to 1.

If I specify an order before I shuffle the cards, and get it right, then I have beaten astronomical odds. That would be something special. If I just shuffle the cards first, then
specify the order that comes out after the shuffle, I have achieved nothing special. The odds of getting a
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 to 1 permutation is certain. It is guaranteed to happen every time.

Khalifa did not state that he would find a miracle based on the number 19. Instead, he simply programmed a computer to analyse a huge number of possibilities at random,
over and over, until, after a huge number of failures, he found an anomaly. Being an educated man, and a skilled confidence trickster, Khalifa understood what I just
explained to you. He knew he needed some basis to claim that he was looking for that specific quality all along. It is a quality, and not a meaningless, random anomaly, only if
he was specifically looking for it. He looked through the Quran for a basis for his claim, and failed to find one, so he carried on, running the program until it spat out another
anomaly. Eventually, he found an anomaly based around the number 19, and found that the Quran has a verse that specifically mentions that number, and boom, he had
what he needed.

Incidentally, there's an English mentalist named Derren Brown that has used the same mathematical trick to predict the outcome of horse races. It's not novel. It is known to
all conmen.

Once Khalifa had his con set up, he published his 'miraculous findings' to much praise from the Muslim world (who also widely believe that Coke cans roll uphill towards
Makkah, when the phenomenon is actually a well understood, fairly commonplace optical illusion).

Now Khalifa had his reputation, he need some teachings that were at odds with mainstream Islam (so he could establish a following). He wanted them to be believable, so he
just took Quranism and used that. No need to reinvent the wheel.

Once he had his following, and believing that being in the US meant he was safe from reprisals, he made his final play, declaring himself the Messenger of the Covenant. He
became a false prophet  the ultimate confidence trick. Unfortunately for Khalifa, he was not a real prophet, so it was a simple matter for an extremist to unceremoniously
stab him to death.

I appreciate that a lot of people will fall for his 'miracle', even if it is obviously easy to fake. That's the nature of this type of con. A lot of people will see straight through it. For
example, Carl Sagan dismissed it as soon as he understood the nature of the claim. Still, a lot of people will want to believe it, and confirmation bias is a powerful thing.

Sorry that this post isn't very well written. It's early, and I don't have a lot of time to spend on it right now.

Salaam.

Logged

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

« Reply #12 on: January 04, 2016, 12:22:07 PM »

Peace csmith.
Allow me,with respect, to enter the conversation here.
May I ask you the following questions:
1 Have you verified the findings of Rashad ?
Posts: 2631

2 What do you think the following verses mean?:
34:43
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And:
46:8
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3 Do you believe GOD s invisible soldiers are protecting Qoran?
Thanks in advance.
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

csmith
Beginner/Inquirer

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #13 on: January 04, 2016, 03:25:28 PM »

Salaam Good Logic,

You asked if I'd verified the findings of Khalifa. I haven't checked his numbers, no. I just gave him the benefit of the doubt, because it makes no difference if his numbers are
correct. I assume his software works exactly as he claims.

Posts: 48
Gender:

Khalifa himself admits that the 19 miracle does not actually add up. Personally, I would have left it there. It doesn't work. Khalifa instead concluded that he was still correct,
and that it is the Quran that is wrong.

We have very early copies of the Quran, so we know it has always been the same. Khalifa gets round this problem by claiming that the revelation itself was corrupt. He claims
that Satan tricked Mohammed into accepting Satanic verses. Apparently Mohammed couldn't tell the difference between revelation from Allah, delivered by Gabriel, and ideas
that Satan planted in his head.

Khalifa wants us to believe that the Quran has always been corrupt, that Mohammed went through his life teaching a corrupt Quran, and that Allah never told him to correct
it. Every Quranist knows that Allah (glorified is He) has promised to protect His Quran against corruption. If Allah asserts that He will protect His scripture from corruption,
then that is an axiomatic truth.

Also, what does Satan gain from interpolating those two verses? What do they change that benefits Satan? There's no reason why Satan would want them there. There is a
very good reason why Khalifa wanted them gone though.

You also asked me what I think those six verses mean. It would take a long while to go over them in detail. You'll have to be a bit more precise in what you want me to
address there. There's a lot in those verses that Khalifa would claim is relevant. I'm surprised you stopped at [34:45], when Ayat 46 says (according to Rashad Khalifa):

Say, "I ask you to do one thing: Devote yourselves to GOD, in pairs or as individuals, then reflect. Your friend (Rashad) is not crazy. He is a manifest warner to you, just before the advent of a terrible retribution."

The implication here is that Dr. Rashad Khalifa was mentioned in the Quran. Is that where you were heading Good Logic?

I'm happy to discuss this with you in more depth, but you'll need to be a bit more specific with you second question.

Just wanted to say thanks to both of you (Good Logic and LastDay3) for discussing this intelligently. It's nice to have these exchanges with other people who have no
agenda beyond discovering the truth.

Logged

csmith
Beginner/Inquirer

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #14 on: January 04, 2016, 03:37:15 PM »

Sorry Good Logic, I didn't see your third question.

I believe the Quran is protected by Allah, but I'm not sure about invisible soldiers specifically. I don't know how Allah has chosen to protect His Quran. It's not something I
ever considered to be honest. Why do you ask?
Logged

Posts: 48
Gender:

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #15 on: January 04, 2016, 07:54:00 PM »

Posts: 253

Salaam CSmith,
I am not specifically trying to be "peculiar" or "strange" in the language I use here;
but anyways, thank you for your sincere advice.
But please, also do not forget that english is not my native language.
So, I will try to do my best to be most straightforward, simple and clear
in everything I will tell you here, my Friend.
So first of all, I do not think that Rashad Khalifa was a conman, at all,
but I do believe that he was a true Messenger of ALLAH
who was sent to prepare the Way for this most critical and important
"Messenger/ MESSAGE of the Covenant" now.
Yes, it is true that there are also some/many baseless "numerology" in his Work.
It must be this kind of satanic interference unto a true Messenger of ALLAH. (=22/5457)
I strongly believe that all those baseless "numerology" therein in his Work shall be nullified,
due to the Fact that

"19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles" (=74/2630, 31)

have already firmly been established by ALLAH here now (=22/5457).
*Please, clearly see it
in "AWESOME MIRACLE 2"
on p. 68 & 1518
here:
http://www.19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id100.html

Yes, there is absolutely a specified Purpose/Order/Design beforehand,
created by our One and Only Lord

ALLAH,

that we should work and discover each and every of HIS

"19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
here (=74/2630, 31),
based on these most Essential and perfect Principles:
1) First of all, it must absolutely come as/in perfect "Pairs,"
precisely coded by number "19"
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein, in the first place.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31 = 51/49)
(*Please, clearly see these basic Verses above,
openly here now:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608006.0
(at the very end of Reply #3 therein)

(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31 = 51/49)
2) There can Never be (in textual/contextual and numerical/mathematical aspects)
any crookedness and any inconsistency (=akhtilaf)
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein.

So, everything must Always be (in textual/contextual and numerical/mathematical aspects)
perfectly straightforward and absolutely consistent (=qayyiman)
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/82 = 18/12)
3) There must Always be at least four Witnesses (=i.e.
perfectly four Multiples:
=19x...

=19x...

=19x...

=19x...

that will come, in succession, as/in such "perfect Pairs" therein, one after the other,
for/within each and every of those "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
here (=74/2630, 31), in the first place.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 24/1314)

So, all of those "mathematical works"
that miserably fail to meet this most fundamental and basic Criteria above
are clearly and unmistakably "baseless and worthless Numerology,"
they are such nonsense and the tool of Satan to mislead thereby the gullible and sinful.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/120121)
But all of those "Mathematical Works"
that absolutely meet this most fundamental and basic Criteria above
are clearly and unmistakably "Matchless and Priceless MIRACLES,"
they are such Perfectness and the Mercy of ALLAH to lead thereby the intelligent and righteous.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/82 = 18/13)
So now, here is a Perfect Example
of such a "19" coded, Most Superb "Matchless and Priceless MIRACLE"
that absolutely meet this most fundamental and basic Criteria above,
now here thus:
Our One and Only Lord

ALLAH has created

this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
from the very beginning, and then most Superbly and perfectly implemented it
unto

HIS Universe, Galaxies, Nature,

here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
and then most Superbly and perfectly implemented it
also in

HIS one and only Scripture (=QURAN TESTAMENT),

here:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608082.0
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely complementary manner,

from the very beginning.
Even just this one Perfect Example above will absolutely suffice
for all those who are truly sincere, upright, truthful, intelligent and honest
to clearly and unmistakably understand that
these "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
here (=74/2630, 31) can absolutely and only be from

ALLAH Alone!

(QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53 = 2/99 = 74/2630, 31)

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #16 on: January 04, 2016, 10:51:33 PM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 04, 2016, 07:54:00 PM
this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0

Peace  it's off on the first one...
Golden Ratio = 1.61803 398875
19
4181 / 2584 = 1.61803 405573
24157817 / 14930352 = 1.61803 398875
If using 29, 31, 41 primes etc. same pattern...
29
514229 / 317811 = 1.61803 398875
365435296162 / 225851433717 = 1.61803 398875
Verify here: http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibtable.html
19 29 # Fibonacci
1 1 0
2 2 1
3 3 2

0
1
1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2
3
4

4
5
6
7
8
9

3
2
4
3
5
5
6
8
7
13
8
21
10 9
34
11 10
55
12 11
89
13 12
144
14 13
233
15 14
377
16 15
610
17 16
987
18 17
1597
19 18
2584 = 23 x 17 x 19
20 19
4181
21 20
6765
22 21
10946
23 22
17711
24 23
28657
25 24
46368
26 25
75025
27 26
121393
28 27
196418
29 28
317811 = 3 x 13 x 29 x 281
2 29
514229
3 30
832040
4 31
1346269
5 32
2178309
6 33
3524578
7 34
5702887
8 35
9227465
9 36
14930352 = 24 x 33 x 17 x 19 x 107
10 37
24157817
11 38
39088169
12 39
63245986
13 40
102334155
14 41
165580141
15 42
267914296
16 43
433494437
17 44
701408733
18 45
1134903170
19 46
1836311903
20 47
2971215073
21 48
4807526976
22 49
7778742049
23 50
12586269025
24 51
20365011074
25 52
32951280099
26 53
53316291173
27 54
86267571272 = 23 x 17 x 19 x 53 x 109 x 5779
28 55
139583862445
29 56
225851433717 = 3 x 72 x 13 x 29 x 281 x 14503
2 57
365435296162

Lastly it's not nineteen (the number) rather "group of nineteen" over a feminine hell.

66:6  ﯩﺎO  ﺍﯩﻬﺎyou  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve ye of  ﻗﻭﺍprotect ye of  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻭﺍﻫﻠﯩﻛﻡand family yours  ﻧﺎﺭﺍfire of  ﻭﻗﻭﺩﻫﺎand fuel its  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺱthe humankind  ﻭﺍﻟﺣﺟﺎﺭﻩand the stone ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎ
over her/it  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻏﻼﻅstern  ﺷﺩﺍﺩsevere  ﻻnot  ﯩﻌﺻﻭﻥdisobeying  ﷲthe god  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺍﻣﺭﻫﻡcommands them  ﻭﯩﻔﻌﻠﻭﻥand doing  ﻣﺎwhat  ﯩﻭﻣﺭﻭﻥordered being
74:27  ﻭﻣﺎand what  ﺍﺩﺭﺍﻙto make know you  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺳﻘﺭhell?
74:28  ﻻnot  ﺗﺑﻘﻰlets remain  ﻭﻻand not  ﺗﺫﺭleave
74:29  ﻟﻭﺍﺣﻪscorching  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻌﻪnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (i.e. nineteen group)
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍdisregard they of
 ﻟﯩﺳﺗﯩﻘﻥsurely are convinced  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﯩﺯﺩﺍﺩand increase  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve they of  ﺍﯩﻣﺎﻧﺎfaith of  ﻭﻻand not  ﯩﺭﺗﺎﺏsuspicious  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones
 ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﺍﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﻭﻥand the believing  ﻭﻟﯩﻘﻭﻝand let says  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻓﻰin  ﻗﻠﻭﺑﻬﻡhearts theirs  ﻣﺭﺽdisease  ﻭﺍﻟﻛﺎﻓﺭﻭﻥand the rejecting  ﻣﺎﺫﺍwhat hath  ﺍﺭﺍﺩintended ﷲ
the god  ﺑﻬﺫﺍin this  ﻣﺛﻼsimilitude of  ﻛﺫﻟﻙlike such  ﯩﺿﻝlets stray  ﷲthe god  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﯩﻬﺩﻯand guides  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﻌﻠﻡknows  ﺟﻧﻭﺩsoldiers  ﺭﺑﻙlord your ﺍﻻ
except  ﻫﻭhe  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﻫﻰit is  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺫﻛﺭﻯreminder  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
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good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #17 on: January 05, 2016, 10:57:21 AM »

Peace csmith.
I am asking because at first I tried to prove Rashad wrong, I thought :"Oh yes another one claiming to be inspired"?.
I have spent years checking and studying Qoran
.I am afraid I am failing miserably to prove his claims that are backed by Qoran wrong!!!
Posts: 2631

And still ongoing with my task of studying and understanding Qoran....
OK, you say:
Khalifa himself admits that the 19 miracle does not actually add up
Please point me to where he said that?
You also say:
We have very early copies of the Quran, so we know it has always been the same. Khalifa gets round this problem by claiming that the revelation itself was corrupt. He claims
that Satan tricked Mohammed into accepting Satanic verses. Apparently Mohammed couldn't tell the difference between revelation from Allah, delivered by Gabriel, and ideas
that Satan planted in his head.
First, how do you prove that the early copies of Qoran that we have is the "original Qoran"?
Second, point me to where Rashad said that satan tricked Mohammed or that the revelation to Mohammed was corrupt?
And you go on to add:
Khalifa wants us to believe that the Quran has always been corrupt, that Mohammed went through his life teaching a corrupt Quran, and that Allah never told him to correct
it.
Where did Rashad say that Mohammed went through his life teaching a corrupt Qoran?
My second question was asking you the following:
1 Who is GOD addressing in the verses?
2 Why does GOD say "We did not send them any books to study"? ( 34:44).
3 what do you think 46:10 is talking about?
Thanks again for you reply.
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #18 on: January 05, 2016, 07:53:36 PM »
Quote from: good logic on January 05, 2016, 10:57:21 AM
1 Who is GOD addressing in the verses?
2 Why does GOD say "We did not send them any books to study"? ( 34:44).
3 what do you think 46:10 is talking about?

Peace  use context who is told to say and audience addressed at time of revelation.
34:43  ﻭﺍﺫﺍand when  ﺗﺗﻠﻰrecited  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﻡon them  ﺍﯩﺎﺗﻧﺎverses ours  ﺑﯩﻧﺎﺕclear  ﻗﺎﻟﻭﺍsaid they  ﻣﺎnot  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺭﺟﻝman  ﯩﺭﯩﺩintends  ﺍﻥthat  ﯩﺻﺩﻛﻡhinder you  ﻋﻣﺎof what  ﻛﺎﻥbe  ﯩﻌﺑﺩare
devote  ﺍﺑﺎﻭﻛﻡfathers yours  ﻭﻗﺎﻟﻭﺍand say they  ﻣﺎnot  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺍﻓﻙlie  ﻣﻔﺗﺭﻯinvented  ﻭﻗﺎﻝand said  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍdisregard they of  ﻟﻠﺣﻖto the truth  ﻟﻣﺎto what  ﺟﺎءﻫﻡcame
them  ﺍﻥsurely  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﻻonly  ﺳﺣﺭmagic  ﻣﺑﯩﻥclear 34:44  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺍﺗﯩﻧﺎﻫﻡgave we them  ﻣﻥfrom  ﻛﺗﺏwrit  ﯩﺩﺭﺳﻭﻧﻬﺎwhich study they it  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺍﺭﺳﻠﻧﺎhave sent we ﺍﻟﯩﻬﻡ
toward them  ﻗﺑﻠﻙbefore you  ﻣﻥfrom/any  ﻧﺫﯩﺭwarner 34:45  ﻭﻛﺫﺏand denied  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻣﻥfrom  ﻗﺑﻠﻬﻡbefore them  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺑﻠﻐﻭﺍattained they  ﻣﻌﺷﺎﺭtenth  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺍﺗﯩﻧﺎﻫﻡgave
we them  ﻓﻛﺫﺑﻭﺍso denied they  ﺭﺳﻠﻰmessengers mine  ﻓﻛﯩﻑso how  ﻛﺎﻥbe  ﻧﻛﯩﺭrejection mine 34:46  ﻗﻝsay  ﺍﻧﻣﺎonly  ﺍﻋﻅﻛﻡI advise you  ﺑﻭﺍﺣﺩﻩin one  ﺍﻥthat  ﺗﻘﻭﻣﻭﺍstand up ye of to god
 ﻣﺛﻧﻰpaired (i.e. united)  ﻭﻓﺭﺍﺩﻯand individually  ﺛﻡfurthermore  ﺗﺗﻔﻛﺭﻭﺍreflect ye of  ﻣﺎnot  ﺑﺻﺎﺣﺑﻛﻡin companion yours  ﻣﻥfrom/any  ﺟﻧﻪmadness  ﺍﻥsurely  ﻫﻭhe  ﺍﻻonly  ﻧﺫﯩﺭwarner  ﻟﻛﻡto
you  ﺑﯩﻥbetween  ﯩﺩﻯhand mine (i.e. before)  ﻋﺫﺍﺏpunishment  ﺷﺩﯩﺩsevere 34:47  ﻗﻝsay  ﻣﺎnot  ﺳﺎﻟﺗﻛﻡasked I you  ﻣﻥfrom/any  ﺍﺟﺭpayment  ﻓﻬﻭso it  ﻟﻛﻡfor you  ﺍﻥsurely  ﺍﺟﺭﻯreward
mine  ﺍﻻonly  ﻋﻠﻰon  ﷲthe god  ﻭﻫﻭand he  ﻋﻠﻰon  ﻛﻝeach  ﺷﻰءthing  ﺷﻬﯩﺩwitness 34:48  ﻗﻝsay  ﺍﻥsurely  ﺭﺑﻰlord mine  ﯩﻘﺫﻑprotects  ﺑﺎﻟﺣﻖin the truth  ﻋﻼﻡknower  ﺍﻟﻐﯩﻭﺏthe unseen
34:49  ﻗﻝsay  ﺟﺎءcame  ﺍﻟﺣﻖthe truth  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﺑﺩﻯoriginate  ﺍﻟﺑﺎﻁﻝthe falsehood  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﻌﯩﺩrepeat 34:50  ﻗﻝsay  ﺍﻥif  ﺿﻠﻠﺕerr I  ﻓﺎﻧﻣﺎso only  ﺍﺿﻝastray  ﻋﻠﻰon  ﻧﻔﺳﻰmyself  ﻭﺍﻥand if
 ﺍﻫﺗﺩﯩﺕam guided I  ﻓﺑﻣﺎso in what  ﯩﻭﺣﻰsuggests  ﺍﻟﻰto me  ﺭﺑﻰlord mine  ﺍﻧﻪsurely he  ﺳﻣﯩﻊhearer  ﻗﺭﯩﺏnear
46:7  ﻭﺍﺫﺍand when  ﺗﺗﻠﻰrecited  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﻡon them  ﺍﯩﺎﺗﻧﺎverses ours  ﺑﯩﻧﺎﺕclear  ﻗﺎﻝsaid  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍdisregard they of  ﻟﻠﺣﻖto the truth  ﻟﻣﺎto what  ﺟﺎءﻫﻡcame them  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺳﺣﺭmagic ﻣﺑﯩﻥ
clear 46:8  ﺍﻡor  ﯩﻘﻭﻟﻭﻥare saying  ﺍﻓﺗﺭﺍﻩhas plagiarized it  ﻗﻝsay  ﺍﻥif  ﺍﻓﺗﺭﯩﺗﻪproduced I it  ﻓﻼso not  ﺗﻣﻠﻛﻭﻥowning  ﻟﻰto me  ﻣﻥfrom  ﷲthe god  ﺷﯩﯩﺎwhatsoever  ﻫﻭhe  ﺍﻋﻠﻡof knowledge  ﺑﻣﺎin
what  ﺗﻔﯩﺿﻭﻥthou uttering  ﻓﯩﻪin it  ﻛﻔﻰsufficient  ﺑﻪin him  ﺷﻬﯩﺩﺍwitness of  ﺑﯩﻧﻰbetween me  ﻭﺑﯩﻧﻛﻡand between you  ﻭﻫﻭand he  ﺍﻟﻐﻔﻭﺭthe forgiver  ﺍﻟﺭﺣﯩﻡthe merciful 46:9  ﻗﻝsay  ﻣﺎnot  ﻛﻧﺕbe
I  ﺑﺩﻋﺎinnovation of  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺍﻟﺭﺳﻝthe messengers  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺍﺩﺭﻯknow I  ﻣﺎwhat  ﯩﻔﻌﻝdoes/happens  ﺑﻰwith me  ﻭﻻand not  ﺑﻛﻡwith you  ﺍﻥsurely  ﺍﺗﺑﻊI follow  ﺍﻻonly  ﻣﺎwhat ﯩﻭﺣﻰ
inspired  ﺍﻟﻰto me  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺍﻧﺎam I  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻧﺫﯩﺭwarner  ﻣﺑﯩﻥclear 46:10  ﻗﻝsay  ﺍﺭﺍﯩﺗﻡdo see you  ﺍﻥif  ﻛﺎﻥbe  ﻣﻥfrom  ﻋﻧﺩnear  ﷲthe god  ﻭﻛﻔﺭﺗﻡand disregard you  ﺑﻪin it ﻭﺷﻬﺩ
and witnessed  ﺷﺎﻫﺩwitness  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺑﻧﻰsons/children  ﺍﺳﺭﺍﯩﯩﻝIsrael  ﻋﻠﻰon  ﻣﺛﻠﻪsimilitude it  ﻓﺎﻣﻥso believed  ﻭﺍﺳﺗﻛﺑﺭﺗﻡand are arrogant you  ﺍﻥsurely  ﷲthe god  ﻻnot ﯩﻬﺩﻯ
guides  ﺍﻟﻘﻭﻡthe folk  ﺍﻟﻅﺎﻟﻣﯩﻥthe wrongdoers
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Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #19 on: January 06, 2016, 12:00:36 AM »

Posts: 253
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 04, 2016, 10:51:33 PM

Peace  it's off on the first one...
Golden Ratio = 1.61803 398875
19
4181 / 2584 = 1.61803 405573
24157817 / 14930352 = 1.61803 398875

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
(when we start counting,
including the "0" in the very beginning,
because it is always a fundamental part as the very first number of this "Fibonacci Sequence"
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/fibonaccisequence.html

19th number in this "Fibonacci Sequence"
is clearly and absolutely: "2584"
the first
here:
=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

"0"

1

610

987

46368

1

2
1597

75025

3

5

8

13

"2584"
121393

21

4181

196418

3524578

34

55

6765

144

10946

317811

5702887

89

17711

514229
9227465

233

377

28657

832040

"14930352"

1346269

2178309

























=======================================
So, when we rightfully take this first

19th number

(="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1.618033 ....

This is the fundamental Principle,
we thus rightfully follow
when we find this perfect "Golden Ratio" number:

1.618033 ....

at absolutely each and every 19th number:
(=i.e. .................

"2584" ....................... "14930352" ............)

in this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above.
And then, if we rightfully take this first

19th number again

(="2584") above,
and divide it this time by the "succeeding one" (="4181") therein:

"2584"

/

"4181"

=

0.6180339 ....

This is the fundamental Principle,
we thus rightfully follow

when we find this perfect "Golden Ratio Conjugate" number:

0.6180339 ....

at absolutely each and every 19th number:
(=i.e. .................

"2584" ....................... "14930352" .............)

in this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above.

This is already clearly explained and manifestly presented, in detail,
here:

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
*within Reply #1 and Reply #2 therein

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 04, 2016, 10:51:33 PM

If using 29, 31, 41 primes etc. same pattern...
29
514229 / 317811 = 1.61803 398875
365435296162 / 225851433717 = 1.61803 398875
Verify here: http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibtable.html

Yes, it has already clearly been acknowledged that
these such other numbers (=11, 29, 31, etc.)
also have the same property, in this regard, in the first step,
but then it has also clearly and unmistakably been proven
why and how they (=11, 29, 31, etc.) miserably fail in the next steps,
but exclusively and only number "19" is firmly established by ALLAH
as the one and only "holy/crowned Number" of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
therein, from the very beginning.
This is thus already clearly explained again and manifestly presented, in detail,
already here:

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
*within Reply #1 and Reply #2 and Reply #3 therein

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged
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Topic: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Read 814 times)
Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #20 on: January 06, 2016, 12:10:26 AM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 04, 2016, 10:51:33 PM

Lastly it's not nineteen (the number) rather "group of nineteen" over a feminine hell.
66:6  ﯩﺎO  ﺍﯩﻬﺎyou  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve ye of  ﻗﻭﺍprotect ye of  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻭﺍﻫﻠﯩﻛﻡand family yours  ﻧﺎﺭﺍfire of  ﻭﻗﻭﺩﻫﺎand fuel its  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺱthe humankind  ﻭﺍﻟﺣﺟﺎﺭﻩand the stone  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻏﻼﻅstern
 ﺷﺩﺍﺩsevere  ﻻnot  ﯩﻌﺻﻭﻥdisobeying  ﷲthe god  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺍﻣﺭﻫﻡcommands them  ﻭﯩﻔﻌﻠﻭﻥand doing  ﻣﺎwhat  ﯩﻭﻣﺭﻭﻥordered being
74:27  ﻭﻣﺎand what  ﺍﺩﺭﺍﻙto make know you  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺳﻘﺭhell?
74:28  ﻻnot  ﺗﺑﻘﻰlets remain  ﻭﻻand not  ﺗﺫﺭleave
74:29  ﻟﻭﺍﺣﻪscorching  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻌﻪnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (i.e. nineteen group)
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍdisregard they of  ﻟﯩﺳﺗﯩﻘﻥsurely are convinced  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe
ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﯩﺯﺩﺍﺩand increase  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve they of  ﺍﯩﻣﺎﻧﺎfaith of  ﻭﻻand not  ﯩﺭﺗﺎﺏsuspicious  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﺍﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﻭﻥand the believing  ﻭﻟﯩﻘﻭﻝand let
says  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻓﻰin  ﻗﻠﻭﺑﻬﻡhearts theirs  ﻣﺭﺽdisease  ﻭﺍﻟﻛﺎﻓﺭﻭﻥand the rejecting  ﻣﺎﺫﺍwhat hath  ﺍﺭﺍﺩintended  ﷲthe god  ﺑﻬﺫﺍin this  ﻣﺛﻼsimilitude of  ﻛﺫﻟﻙlike such  ﯩﺿﻝlets stray  ﷲthe god  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﯩﻬﺩﻯand
guides  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﻌﻠﻡknows  ﺟﻧﻭﺩsoldiers  ﺭﺑﻙlord your  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﻫﻰit is  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺫﻛﺭﻯreminder  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human

==========
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter (=Saqar).
27 And what made you know what an Uprooter (=Saqar)!
28 It does not letlast (=la tubqi) (but eliminates from/on the left side therein),
and It does not letstay (=la tadharu) (but excludes from/on the right side therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (=Lawwahatun) (for/on the left side & for/on the right side
therein again) for all humanity.
30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be "19"!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630)
==========

So, this most specific number "19" (=Tisata Ashara) above
shall be (not over a feminine "Hell" but) over that most specific (feminine) "Saqar" above,
in the first place.
And this most specific (feminine) "Saqar" above
has clearly been mentioned by ALLAH
specifically in "Allegorical" context (=Mathalan) above (=74/2630, 31).
==========
31 ....... and they will say:
What is it that

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is thus clearly cited in "74/2630," in the first place, above).
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/31)
==========
So, when our Lord

ALLAH gives us a Message about something

specifically in "Allegorical" context (=Mathala),
the meaning therein is absolutely different (than the actual everyday meaning of it) and most Special,
within that most specific context.
For example:
==========
24 Have you not seen how

ALLAH puts forth

an "Allegory" (=Mathalan):
A good Word is like a good Tree,
whose root is firm and whose branches are in the sky.
25 It bears its "fruit" every season with the permission of its LORD;
and

ALLAH puts forth (such) "Allegories" (=Amthaal) for the people, perhaps they will take heed!

(QURAN TESTAMENT 14/2425)
==========
So when our Lord

ALLAH thus provides for us

and perfectly nourishes our souls/selves with this (allegorical) "good Tree" (=i.e. good Word/Message),
and with (allegorical) every "Fruit" (=i.e. each and every good Word therein),
those who do not understand this most specific "Allegory" (=Mathalan) above,
consequently will have to remain in utter darkness and ignorance
because of their own shortcomings (=i.e. their such utter stubbornness, or/and ignorance and arrogance
=22/72 & 85/410),
unless they truly repent and return to

ALLAH in this best manner here (=3/8689 & 25/7071).

But those who can clearly understand the true meaning of this most specific "Allegory" (=Mathalan) above,
and thus perfectly nourishes their own souls/selves
with this (allegorical) "good Tree" (=i.e. good Word/Message of ALLAH),
and with (allegorical) every "Fruit" (=i.e. each and every good Word of ALLAH therein),
eventually will perfectly nourish their own souls/selves also with such (physical) "good Trees"
and with (physical) every "Fruit" therein, in eternal Paradise (=56/1040),
always and forever, inshaALLAH.

So, the situation is exactly the similar/same
in that most specific "Allegory" (=Mathalan)
cited in these most specific Verses:

74/2430, 31 above.

==========
24 So he (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person) said:
"This (QURAN) is nothing except an old magic."
25 "This is nothing except the (fabricated) saying of a human being."
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter (=Saqar)
(thus to clearly prove to him and to the whole World
that QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as he erroneously claimed above,
but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter (=Saqar)!
28 It does not letlast (=la tubqi) (but eliminates from/on the left side therein),
and It does not letstay (=la tadharu) (but excludes from/on the right side therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (=Lawwahatun) (for/on the left side & for/on the right side
therein above) for all humanity.
30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be "19"!
31 And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels; and We did not make their number
(=i.e. thus essentially that most specific number

"19" again above) except as a Test

for those who have rejected,
so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) would attain certainty,
and those who have Faith would increase in Faith,
and so that those who have been given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and (all) Believers (worldwide) will have no doubt (with regard to this absolute Fact that:
this QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as that disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person erroneously
claimed above, but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

but (also) so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters would say:
"What is it that

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is thus clearly cited in "74/2430," in the first place, above).
It is such that

ALLAH will lead astray whomever wishes (to go astray) thereby, and HE

will guide

whomever wishes (to go guided) thereby.
And none know the Soldiers of your LORD except

HE;

and "It" (=i.e. that most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" above again) is but a Reminder for (all) humanity.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)
==========

So, those who can clearly understand the true meaning of this most specific "Allegory" (=Mathalan) above,
and thus perfectly attain Certainty and also shall absolutely increase in Faith
by this (allegorical) "Saqar" above (=74/2430, 31),

will thus be utterly Safe, Secure and Happy in eternal Paradise (=74/3240),
always and forever, inshaALLAH.
But those who do not understand this most specific "Allegory" (=Mathalan) above,
and reject the MESSAGE of ALLAH because they would not See (=18/101)
what

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is clearly cited in "74/2630," in the first place, above)
consequently will have to remain in utter darkness and ignorance
because of their own shortcomings (=i.e. such utter stubbornness, or/and ignorance and arrogance
=22/72 & 85/410),
and eventually may have to taste also this (physical) "Saqar" in the Hereafter (=54/4348),
unless they truly repent and return to

ALLAH in this best manner here (=3/8689 & 25/7071).

So, here is a Perfect Example now
with regard to this (allegorical) "Saqar" above (=74/2430)
how it is most Superbly and perfectly created by ALLAH,
from the very beginning,
for all humanity, for/in this Final Age now,
right here now:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608006.0
*within Reply #1 and Reply #2 and Reply #3 therein
Even just this one Perfect Example above will absolutely suffice
for all those who are truly sincere, upright, intelligent, truthful and honest
to clearly and unmistakably understand that
these "19" coded, most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
above (=74/2630,

31)

can absolutely and only be from

ALLAH Alone!

(QURAN TESTAMENT 51/49 = 74/2630, 31)
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608006.0
*so please, also absolutely see again these most essential and basic Verses above,
also in this respect, within Reply #3 at the very end therein.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #21 on: January 06, 2016, 12:22:08 PM »

Posts: 898
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 06, 2016, 12:00:36 AM

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1.618033 ....

Salaam LastDay3, no need to show me basic math; get to the point.
It was explained to you that it's not precise  why you "hide" digits?
golden ratio = 1.61803398875
2584 /1597 = 1.61803381340
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 06, 2016, 12:00:36 AM
Yes, it has already clearly been acknowledged that
these such other numbers (=11, 29, 31, etc.)
also have the same property, in this regard, in the first step,
but then it has also clearly and unmistakably been proven
why and how they (=11, 29, 31, etc.) miserably fail in the next steps

No, all imprecise and off until 29th Fibonacci then any two divided equal golden ratio = 1.61803398875
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Fibonacci Fib(n+1)/Fib(n)
0
1
1
1.00000000000
2
2.00000000000
3
1.50000000000
5
1.66666666667
8
1.60000000000
13
1.62500000000
21
1.61538461538
34
1.61904761905
55
1.61764705882
89
1.61818181818
144
1.61797752809
233
1.61805555556
377
1.61802575107
610
1.61803713528
987
1.61803278689
1597
1.61803444782
2584
1.61803381340 2584 / 19 = 136
4181
1.61803405573
6765
1.61803396317
10946
1.61803399852
17711
1.61803398502
28657
1.61803399018
46368
1.61803398821
75025
1.61803398896
121393
1.61803398867
196418
1.61803398878
317811
1.61803398874 317811 / 29 = 10959
514229
1.61803398875
832040
1.61803398875 832040 / 31 = 26840
1346269
1.61803398875
2178309
1.61803398875
3524578
1.61803398875
5702887
1.61803398875

36 9227465
1.61803398875
37 14930352
1.61803398875
38 24157817
1.61803398875 24157817 / 19 = 1271464.05263
39 39088169
1.61803398875
40 63245986
1.61803398875
41 102334155
1.61803398875
42 165580141
1.61803398875
43 267914296
1.61803398875
44 433494437
1.61803398875
45 701408733
1.61803398875
46 1134903170
1.61803398875
47 1836311903
1.61803398875
48 2971215073
1.61803398875
49 4807526976
1.61803398875
50 7778742049
1.61803398875
51 12586269025
1.61803398875
52 20365011074
1.61803398875
53 32951280099
1.61803398875
54 53316291173
1.61803398875
55 86267571272
1.61803398875
56 139583862445
1.61803398875
57 225851433717
1.61803398875
58 365435296162
1.61803398875 365435296162 / 29 = 12601217109
59 591286729879
1.61803398875
60 956722026041
1.61803398875
...
Infinity
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 06, 2016, 12:10:26 AM

30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be
So, this most specific number

"19"!

"19" (=Tisata Ashara)

No, learn difference between 9 "the number" and nonet/group of nine.

17:101  ﻭﻟﻘﺩand indeed  ﺍﺗﯩﻧﺎgave we  ﻣﻭﺳﻰMoses  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns
27:12 …  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns  ﺍﻟﻰto  ﻓﺭﻋﻭﻥFiraun
38:23  ﺍﻥsurely  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﺧﻰbrother mine  ﻟﻪfor him  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﻭﺗﺳﻊﻭﻥand ninetieth/90  ﻧﻌﺟﻪewe (i.e. 99 sheep)
18:25 …  ﻭﺍﺯﺩﺍﺩﻭﺍand increases they  ﺗﺳﻊﺍnine of (i.e. they added “9” more)
27:48  ﻭﻛﺎﻥand be  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻟﻣﺩﯩﻧﻪthe town  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet (i.e. group of nine and not the number 9!)  ﺭﻫﻁentourage ﯩﻔﺳﺩﻭﻥ
spreading corruption  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻻﺭﺽthe earth  ﻭﻻand not  ﯩﺻﻠﺣﻭﻥreforming
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (i.e. group of nineteen entities and not the number!)

Logged

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad

LastDay3
Apprentice

Posts: 253

« Reply #22 on: January 07, 2016, 12:27:30 AM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 06, 2016, 12:22:08 PM

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1.618033 ....

Salaam LastDay3, no need to show me basic math; get to the point.
It was explained to you that it's not precise  why you "hide" digits?
golden ratio = 1.61803398875
2584 /1597 = 1.61803381340

Salaam Noon waalqalami
There is no hiding of any "digits" above,
for it is perfectly made clear that this most specific Golden Ratio number

1.618033 ....
may thus continue (without ever constantly repeating itself after the "decimal point")
even to infinity (=1.618033 ........................

)

https://www.cs.arizona.edu/icon/oddsends/phi.htm
(by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design and Permission of ALLAH unto it,
from the very beginning),
therefore, it is such a specific "irrational number" here, from the very beginning.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio#Irrationality
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irrational_number
So, when/if we want to refer to this most specific Golden Ratio number
(which goes on and on and on, infinitely ........... )
we should stop (after the "decimal point") at some place, sooner or later,
and because that this most essential and basic form of this
most specific Golden Ratio number here:

1.6 ....
thus also clearly and perfectly indicates to us
exactly "1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"
and
exactly "6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

so this is absolutely the perfect place to stop here:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....
with exactly "1" digit, for/before the "decimal point," (=1

.)

and
with exactly "6" digits, for/after the "decimal point," (=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

above, in the very first place.
And this clear and perfect Fact above is also the first Reason
why (not any of those other numbers: "11" or "29" or "31" etc. above)

but exclusively and only this most specific number

"19"

is the one and only "holy/crowned Number"
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
from the very beginning.
Because within this
=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

"0"

1

610

987

46368

1

2
1597

75025

1346269

3

5

121393

196418

89

144

10946

317811

9227465

233

17711

514229

102334155

377

28657

832040

"14930352"

165580141

1134903170

7778742049

32951280099

55

6765

701408733

4807526976

20365011074

34

5702887

63245986

433494437

2971215073

21

4181

3524578

39088169

267914296

13

"2584"

2178309

24157817

8

1836311903

12586269025

53316291173

“86267571272”

















=======================================
when we rightfully take this first

19th number

(="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this second

19th number

(="14930352") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="9227465") therein:

"14930352"

/

"9227465"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this third

19th number

(="86267571272") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="53316291173") therein:

"86267571272"

/

"53316291173"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and we could continue, (by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design and Permission of ALLAH),
in this exact same pattern above, again and again and again, even to infinity (=QURAN TESTAMENT 16/1819),
finding this most specific Golden Ratio number above,
absolutely each and every time:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................
thus in exactly identical form, in its essence,
(absolutely for/in each and every case above)
in this most Superb and essential perfect form therein (=i.e.
with exactly "1" digit, for/before the "decimal point," (=1 .)
and
with exactly "6" digits, for/after the "decimal point," (=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ..........
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our One and Only LORD
here again

ALLAH

(54/49 = 41/53 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

All those such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.) mentioned above
utterly and miserably fail, in this respect,
when we apply the same procedure unto them, even in this very first step.
So please, certainly see again the other Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Reason
even beyond this one above,
thus again to clearly and unmistakably understand:
why and how our One and Only LORD

ALLAH

has firmly established

exclusively and only this most specific number

"19"

as the one and only "holy/crowned Number"
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
from the very beginning.
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
(*so please, absolutely see it within Reply #1 and Reply #2 and Reply #3
in this above link.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #23 on: January 07, 2016, 01:31:17 AM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 06, 2016, 12:22:08 PM

Posts: 253

No, learn difference between 9 "the number" and nonet/group of nine.
17:101  ﻭﻟﻘﺩand indeed  ﺍﺗﯩﻧﺎgave we  ﻣﻭﺳﻰMoses  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns
27:12 …  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns  ﺍﻟﻰto  ﻓﺭﻋﻭﻥFiraun
38:23  ﺍﻥsurely  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﺧﻰbrother mine  ﻟﻪfor him  ﺗﺳﻊnine/9  ﻭﺗﺳﻊﻭﻥand ninetieth/90  ﻧﻌﺟﻪewe (i.e. 99 sheep)
18:25 …  ﻭﺍﺯﺩﺍﺩﻭﺍand increases they  ﺗﺳﻊﺍnine of (i.e. they added “9” more)
27:48  ﻭﻛﺎﻥand be  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻟﻣﺩﯩﻧﻪthe town  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet (i.e. group of nine and not the number 9!)  ﺭﻫﻁentourage  ﯩﻔﺳﺩﻭﻥspreading corruption  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻻﺭﺽthe earth ﻭﻻ
and not  ﯩﺻﻠﺣﻭﻥreforming
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (i.e. group of nineteen entities and not the number!)

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
What you want to say above is not clear to me.
Because "Tisata Ashara" simply, straightforwardly
and clearly means: number "19" in Arabic.
So, (in my understanding) if you want to say that
it does not refer to a single number "19"
but it refers to many number "19"s as/in/of a group
in this Verse (=74/30),
even if what you suggest is correct (based on your own inferences
from within those Verses above),
it would not make any fundamental change with regard to the most Essential and important
Basic Message in these Verses "74/2630" in the QURAN TESTAMENT.
Because whether it is a single number "19",

or (as you suggest) many number "19"s as/in/of a group,
that is referred to in this Verse above (=74/30),
the most Essential and important Main Point
is most clearly and perfectly explained by ALLAH
in the following Verse therein thus:
==========
24 So he (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person) said:
"This (QURAN) is nothing except an old magic."
25 "This is nothing except the (fabricated) saying of a human being."
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter (=Saqar)
(thus to clearly prove to him and to the whole World
that QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as he erroneously claimed above,
but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter (=Saqar)!
28 It does not letlast (=la tubqi) (but eliminates from/on the left side therein),
and It does not letstay (=la tadharu) (but excludes from/on the right side therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables (=Lawwahatun) (for/on the left side & for/on the right side
therein again) for all humanity.
30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be "19"!
31 And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;
and We did not make their number (=iddatahum) (=i.e. thus essentially
that most specific number

"19" above,

or as you suggest, let's assume: many number "19"s as/in/of a group therein)
except as a Test for those who have rejected,
so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) would attain certainty,
and those who have Faith would increase in Faith,
and so that those who have been given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and (all) Believers (worldwide) will have no doubt (with regard to this absolute Fact that:
this QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as that disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person erroneously
claimed above, but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

but (also) so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters would say:
"What is it that

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is thus clearly cited in "74/2430" above).
It is such that

ALLAH will lead astray whomever wishes (to go astray) thereby, and HE

will guide

whomever wishes (to go guided) thereby.
And none know the Soldiers of your LORD except

HE;

and "It" (=i.e. that most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" above again) is but a REMINDER for (all) humanity.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)
==========

So here in this case (let's assume that what you suggest is correct above)
then there Must be
not a single number "19",
but many number "19"s as/in/of a group
over that (allegorical) "Saqar" above. (=74/2630)
And there is absolutely no problem with this,
because it is already very Clear in the above Context
(regardless of whether "Tisata Ashara" is understood
as a single number "19"
or as many number "19"s as/in/of a group,
as you suggest above)
in either case, there Must absolutely be many number "19"s (=at least Four)
over this most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" above. (=74/2630)
The perfect Reason for that is already here:

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 04, 2016, 07:54:00 PM

Yes, there is absolutely a specified Purpose/Order/Design beforehand,
created by our One and Only LORD

ALLAH,

that we should work and discover each and every of

HIS

"19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
here (=74/2630, 31),
based on these most Essential and perfect Principles:
1) First of all, it must absolutely come as/in perfect "Pairs,"
precisely coded by number "19"
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein, in the first place.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31 = 51/49)
(*Please, clearly see these basic Verses above,
openly here now:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608006.0
(at the very end of Reply #3 therein)

(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31 = 51/49)
2) There can Never be (in textual/contextual and numerical/mathematical aspects)
any crookedness or any inconsistency (=akhtilaf)
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein.
So, everything must Always be (in textual/contextual and numerical/mathematical aspects)
perfectly straightforward and absolutely consistent (=qayyiman)
for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/82 = 18/12)

3) There must Always be at least four Witnesses (=i.e.
perfectly four Multiples:
=19x...

=19x...

=19x...

=19x...

that will come, in succession, as/in such "perfect Pairs" therein, one after the other,
for/within each and every of those "19" coded most Superb and matchless "Symmetrical Miracles"
here (=74/2630, 31), in the first place.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 24/1314)

So, all of those "mathematical works"
that miserably fail to meet this most fundamental and basic Criteria above
are clearly and unmistakably "baseless and worthless Numerology,"
they are such nonsense and the tool of Satan to mislead thereby the gullible and sinful.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/120121)
But all of those "Mathematical Works"
that absolutely meet this most fundamental and basic Criteria above
are clearly and unmistakably "Matchless and Priceless MIRACLES,"
they are such Perfectness and the Mercy of

ALLAH to lead thereby the intelligent and righteous.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 4/82 = 18/13)

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #24 on: January 07, 2016, 08:52:23 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 12:27:30 AM
so this is absolutely the perfect place to stop here:
1. 6 1 8 0 3 3

Peace LastDay3, you write too much and 6 digits after decimial or 3 digits it's imprecise!
Regardless applies other numbers (e.g. 29) or divide any two after Fib(20) = golden ratio!
# Fibonacci Fib(n+1)/Fib(n)
1 0
2 1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
...

1
1.00000000000
2
2.00000000000
3
1.50000000000
5
1.66666666667
8
1.60000000000
13
1.62500000000
21
1.61538461538
34
1.61904761905
55
1.61764705882
89
1.61818181818
144
1.61797752809
233
1.61805555556
377
1.61802575107
610
1.61803713528
987
1.61803278689
1597
1.61803444782
2584
1.61803381340 2584 / 19 = 136
4181
1.61803405573
6765
1.61803396317
10946
1.61803399852
17711
1.61803398502
28657
1.61803399018
46368
1.61803398821
75025
1.61803398896
121393
1.61803398867
196418
1.61803398878
317811
1.61803398874 317811 / 29 = 10959
514229
1.61803398875
832040
1.61803398875 832040 / 31 = 26840
1346269
1.61803398875
2178309
1.61803398875
3524578
1.61803398875
5702887
1.61803398875
9227465
1.61803398875
14930352
1.61803398875
24157817
1.61803398875 24157817 / 19 = 1271464.05263
39088169
1.61803398875
63245986
1.61803398875
102334155
1.61803398875
165580141
1.61803398875
267914296
1.61803398875
433494437
1.61803398875
701408733
1.61803398875
1134903170
1.61803398875
1836311903
1.61803398875
2971215073
1.61803398875
4807526976
1.61803398875
7778742049
1.61803398875
12586269025
1.61803398875
20365011074
1.61803398875
32951280099
1.61803398875
53316291173
1.61803398875
86267571272
1.61803398875
139583862445
1.61803398875
225851433717
1.61803398875
365435296162
1.61803398875 365435296162 / 29 = 12601217109
591286729879
1.61803398875
956722026041
1.61803398875

Infinity
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 01:31:17 AM
Because "Tisata Ashara" simply, straightforwardly
and clearly means: number "19" in Arabic.

No, there is a difference between a number and a group size.
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 01:31:17 AM
So here in this case (let's assume that what you suggest is correct above)
then there Must be
not a single number "19",
but many number "19"s as/in/of a group

No, it's specific to group of exactly nineteen entities not many groups!
Again, there's difference between a number and group of something.
18:25  ﻭﻟﺑﺛﻭﺍand stayed they of  ﻓﻰin  ﻛﻬﻔﻬﻡcave theirs  ﺛﻼﺙthree (3)  ﻣﺎﯩﻪhundred (100)  ﺳﻧﯩﻥyears (lunar)  ﻭﺍﺯﺩﺍﺩﻭﺍand increases they of  ﺗﺳﻊﺍnine (9) of 18:26  ﻗﻝsay ﷲ
the god  ﺍﻋﻠﻡof knowledge  ﺑﻣﺎin what  ﻟﺑﺛﻭﺍstayed they of  ﻟﻪfor him  ﻏﯩﺏunseen  ﺍﻟﺳﻣﺎﻭﺍﺕthe heavens  ﻭﺍﻻﺭﺽand the earth  ﺍﺑﺻﺭsees  ﺑﻪin it  ﻭﺍﺳﻣﻊand hears  ﻣﺎnot  ﻟﻬﻡfor
them  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺩﻭﻧﻪbesides him  ﻣﻥfrom  ﻭﻟﻰguardian  ﻭﻻand not  ﯩﺷﺭﻙassociate  ﻓﻰin  ﺣﻛﻣﻪrule his  ﺍﺣﺩﺍanyone
18:22  ﺳﯩﻘﻭﻟﻭﻥare saying  ﺛﻼﺙﻩtrio (i.e. group of three)  ﺭﺍﺑﻌﻬﻡfourth theirs  ﻛﻠﺑﻬﻡdog theirs  ﻭﯩﻘﻭﻟﻭﻥand are saying  ﺧﻣﺳﻪquintet (i.e. group of five)  ﺳﺎﺩﺳﻬﻡsixth theirs
 ﻛﻠﺑﻬﻡdog theirs  ﺭﺟﻣﺎstone/target of  ﺑﺎﻟﻐﯩﺏin the unseen  ﻭﯩﻘﻭﻟﻭﻥand are saying  ﺳﺑﻊﻩseptet (i.e. group of seven)  ﻭﺛﺎﻣﻧﻬﻡand eight theirs  ﻛﻠﺑﻬﻡdog theirs  ﻗﻝsay  ﺭﺑﻰlord
mine  ﺍﻋﻠﻡof knowledge  ﺑﻌﺩﺗﻬﻡin count theirs (i.e. size of their group)  ﻣﺎnot  ﯩﻌﻠﻣﻬﻡknows them  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻗﻠﯩﻝfew  ﻓﻼso not  ﺗﻣﺎﺭargue  ﻓﯩﻬﻡamongst them  ﺍﻻexcept ﻣﺭﺍء
argument  ﻅﺎﻫﺭﺍapparent of  ﻭﻻand not  ﺗﺳﺗﻔﺕinquire  ﻓﯩﻬﻡamongst them  ﻣﻧﻬﻡfrom them  ﺍﺣﺩﺍanyone
2:196 ...  ﻓﻣﻥso whom  ﻟﻡnot  ﯩﺟﺩfind  ﻓﺻﯩﺎﻡso fast  ﺛﻼﺙﻩtrio (i.e. group of three)  ﺍﯩﺎﻡdays  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻟﺣﺞthe hajj  ﻭﺳﺑﻊﻩand septet (i.e. group of seven)  ﺍﺫﺍwhen  ﺭﺟﻌﺗﻡreturn
you  ﺗﻠﻙthat is  ﻋﺷﺭﻩtentet (i.e. group of ten)  ﻛﺎﻣﻠﻪin full ...
12:43  ﻭﻗﺎﻝand said  ﺍﻟﻣﻠﻙthe sovereign  ﺍﻧﻰsurely I  ﺍﺭﻯseen  ﺳﺑﻊseven (7)  ﺑﻘﺭﺍﺕcows  ﺳﻣﺎﻥfat  ﯩﺎﻛﻠﻬﻥeats them  ﺳﺑﻊseven (7)  ﻋﺟﺎﻑskinny ones  ﻭﺳﺑﻊand seven (7) ﺳﻧﺑﻼﺕ
ears (of corn)  ﺧﺿﺭgreen  ﻭﺍﺧﺭand last/other  ﯩﺎﺑﺳﺎﺕdry  ﯩﺎO  ﺍﯩﻬﺎyou  ﺍﻟﻣﻼthe council of  ﺍﻓﺗﻭﻧﻰexplain to me  ﻓﻰin/concerning  ﺭﻭﯩﺎﻯvision mine  ﺍﻥif  ﻛﻧﺗﻡbe you  ﻟﻠﺭﻭﯩﺎof
visions  ﺗﻌﺑﺭﻭﻥinterpreting
17:101  ﻭﻟﻘﺩand indeed  ﺍﺗﯩﻧﺎgave we  ﻣﻭﺳﻰMoses  ﺗﺳﻊnine (9)  ﺍﯩﺎﺕsigns
38:23  ﺍﻥsurely  ﻫﺫﺍthis  ﺍﺧﻰbrother mine  ﻟﻪfor him  ﺗﺳﻊnine (9)  ﻭﺗﺳﻊﻭﻥand ninetieth (90)  ﻧﻌﺟﻪewe (i.e. 99 sheep)
27:48  ﻭﻛﺎﻥand be  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻟﻣﺩﯩﻧﻪthe town  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet (i.e. group of nine)  ﺭﻫﻁentourage  ﯩﻔﺳﺩﻭﻥspreading corruption  ﻓﻰin  ﺍﻻﺭﺽthe earth  ﻭﻻand not  ﯩﺻﻠﺣﻭﻥreforming
66:6  ﯩﺎO  ﺍﯩﻬﺎyou  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve ye of  ﻗﻭﺍprotect ye of  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻭﺍﻫﻠﯩﻛﻡand family yours  ﻧﺎﺭﺍfire of  ﻭﻗﻭﺩﻫﺎand fuel its  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺱthe humankind  ﻭﺍﻟﺣﺟﺎﺭﻩand
the stone  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻏﻼﻅstern  ﺷﺩﺍﺩsevere  ﻻnot  ﯩﻌﺻﻭﻥdisobeying  ﷲthe god  ﻣﺎwhat  ﺍﻣﺭﻫﻡcommands them  ﻭﯩﻔﻌﻠﻭﻥand doing  ﻣﺎwhat  ﯩﻭﻣﺭﻭﻥordered
being
74:29  ﻟﻭﺍﺣﻪscorching  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (10) (i.e. group of nineteen entities)
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍ
disregard they of  ﻟﯩﺳﺗﯩﻘﻥsurely are convinced  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﯩﺯﺩﺍﺩand increase  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve they of  ﺍﯩﻣﺎﻧﺎfaith of  ﻭﻻand
not  ﯩﺭﺗﺎﺏsuspicious  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﺍﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﻭﻥand the believing  ﻭﻟﯩﻘﻭﻝand let says  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻓﻰin  ﻗﻠﻭﺑﻬﻡhearts theirs  ﻣﺭﺽdisease
 ﻭﺍﻟﻛﺎﻓﺭﻭﻥand the rejecting  ﻣﺎﺫﺍwhat hath  ﺍﺭﺍﺩintended  ﷲthe god  ﺑﻬﺫﺍin this  ﻣﺛﻼsimilitude of  ﻛﺫﻟﻙlike such  ﯩﺿﻝlets stray  ﷲthe god  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﯩﻬﺩﻯand guides
 ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﻌﻠﻡknows  ﺟﻧﻭﺩsoldiers  ﺭﺑﻙlord your  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﻫﻰit is  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺫﻛﺭﻯreminder  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
Therefore, group of nineteen angels over hell (that's all) not about some code or pattern.
Peace and all the best!

Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Posts: 253

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #25 on: January 07, 2016, 10:31:48 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 07, 2016, 08:52:23 AM

Peace LastDay3, you write too much and 6 digits after decimial or 3 digits it's imprecise!
Regardless applies other numbers (e.g. 29) or divide any two after Fib(20) = golden ratio!

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
precisely 6 digits after the "decimal point" (regardless of what number comes next therein,
at this most fundamental first step) is absolutely the perfect place to stop
in this Perfect Context therein:

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 12:27:30 AM

..........
..........
and because that this most essential and basic form of this
most specific Golden Ratio number here:

1.6 ....
thus also clearly and perfectly indicates to us
exactly
and
exactly

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"
"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

so this is absolutely the perfect place to stop here:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....
with exactly

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"

(=1

.)

"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

(=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

and
with exactly

above, in the very first place.
..........
..........
..........

Because within this
=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

"0"

1

610

987

46368

1

2

3

1346269

121393

2178309

24157817

8

196418

55

6765

5702887

144

10946

233

17711

514229
9227465

377

28657

832040

"14930352"

165580141

1134903170

7778742049

32951280099

89

102334155

701408733

4807526976

20365011074

34

317811

63245986

433494437

2971215073

21

4181

3524578

39088169

267914296

13

"2584"

1597

75025

5

1836311903

12586269025

“86267571272”

53316291173

















=======================================
when we rightfully take this first

19th number

(="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this second 19th number
(="14930352") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="9227465") therein:

"14930352"

/

"9227465"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this third 19th number
(="86267571272") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="53316291173") therein:

"86267571272"

/

"53316291173"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and we could continue, (by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design and Permission of

ALLAH),

in this exact same pattern above, again and again and again, even to infinity (=QURAN TESTAMENT
finding this most specific Golden Ratio number above,
absolutely each and every time:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....

16/1819),

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................
thus in exactly identical form, in its essence,
(absolutely for/in each and every case above)
in this most Superb and essential perfect form therein (=i.e.
with exactly
and

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"

(=1 .)

with exactly

"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

(=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ..........
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our One and Only LORD
here again

ALLAH

(54/49 = 41/53 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

All those such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.) mentioned above
utterly and miserably fail, in this respect,
when we apply the same procedure unto them, even in this very first step.

So, for example, if we apply this same procedure
(as we have perfectly applied it unto number "19" above)
unto that number "11" mentioned above,
this is what we would get
absolutely for/in each and every time:

1 . 6 1 7 6 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................

and this common/identic number we see here in this case (=1

. 6 1 ....)
would be absolutely lacking = far below this perfect One (=1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....)
which we have clearly seen for/on that most specific Number

"19" above, in the first place.

And thereafter, if we apply this same procedure
(as we have perfectly applied it unto number "19" above)
this time unto that number "29" mentioned above,
this is what we would get
absolutely for/in each and every time:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 3 8 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 4 9 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 4 9 ....
....................................

....................................
....................................

and this common/identic number we see here in this case (=1

.6180339887
would be absolutely excessive = far beyond this perfect One (=1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....)
which we have clearly seen for/on that most specific Number

....)

"19" above, in the first place.

Therefore, all those such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.) mentioned above
thus utterly and miserably fail, in this respect,
when we apply this same procedure unto them, even in this very first step.
So please, also certainly see again the other Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Reason
even upon/beyond this one above,
thus again to clearly and unmistakably understand:
why and how our One and Only LORD

ALLAH

has firmly established

exclusively and only this most specific number

"19"

as the one and only "holy/crowned Number"
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
from the very beginning.
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
(*so please, absolutely see it again within Reply #1 and Reply #2 and Reply #3
in this above link.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Posts: 253

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #26 on: January 07, 2016, 11:12:40 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 07, 2016, 08:52:23 AM

No, there is a difference between a number and a group size.
No, it's specific to group of exactly nineteen entities not many groups!
Again, there's difference between a number and group of something.
74:29  ﻟﻭﺍﺣﻪscorching  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
74:30  ﻋﻠﯩﻬﺎover her/it  ﺗﺳﻊﻩnonet  ﻋﺷﺭten (10) (i.e. group of nineteen entities)
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍ
disregard they of  ﻟﯩﺳﺗﯩﻘﻥsurely are convinced  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﯩﺯﺩﺍﺩand increase  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻣﻧﻭﺍbelieve they of  ﺍﯩﻣﺎﻧﺎfaith of  ﻭﻻand
not  ﯩﺭﺗﺎﺏsuspicious  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﺍﻭﺗﻭﺍgiven they of  ﺍﻟﻛﺗﺎﺏthe book  ﻭﺍﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﻭﻥand the believing  ﻭﻟﯩﻘﻭﻝand let says  ﺍﻟﺫﯩﻥthe ones  ﻓﻰin  ﻗﻠﻭﺑﻬﻡhearts theirs  ﻣﺭﺽdisease ﻭﺍﻟﻛﺎﻓﺭﻭﻥ

and the rejecting  ﻣﺎﺫﺍwhat hath  ﺍﺭﺍﺩintended  ﷲthe god  ﺑﻬﺫﺍin this  ﻣﺛﻼsimilitude of  ﻛﺫﻟﻙlike such  ﯩﺿﻝlets stray  ﷲthe god  ﻣﻥwhom  ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﯩﻬﺩﻯand guides  ﻣﻥwhom
 ﯩﺷﺎءwills  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﯩﻌﻠﻡknows  ﺟﻧﻭﺩsoldiers  ﺭﺑﻙlord your  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﻫﻰit is  ﺍﻻexcept  ﺫﻛﺭﻯreminder  ﻟﻠﺑﺷﺭto the human
Therefore, group of nineteen angels over hell (that's all) not about some code or pattern.

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
Whether it is referred to straightforwardly, simply and clearly to number 19
or to a "group of 19 Angels" (as you suggest above),
here in this most specific Verse above (=74/30),
even if what you suggest is correct (based on your own inferences
from within those Verses above),
it would not make any fundamental change with regard to the most Essential and important
Basic Message in these Verses "74/2630" in the QURAN TESTAMENT.
Because the most Essential and important Main Point:
(=i.e. "iddatahum" = "their number" therein)
is most clearly and perfectly emphasized and then perfectly explained by ALLAH
in the following Verse therein thus:
==========
24 So he (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person) said:
"This (QURAN) is nothing except an old magic."
25 "This is nothing except the (fabricated) saying of a human being."
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter (=Saqar)
(thus to clearly prove to him and to the whole World
that QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as he erroneously claimed above,
but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter (=Saqar)!
28 It does not letlast (=la tubqi) (but eliminates from/on the left side therein),
and It does not letstay (=la tadharu) (but excludes from/on the right side therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables/Tablets (=Lawwaahatun)
(for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein again) for all humanity.
_________________________________________________________________________
*Tables/Tablets (=Lawwaahatun) above
has basically similar/same meaning with those Tables/Tablets (=Alwaah)
which were given to prophet Moses (Peace be upon Him)
as to present "Manifest Proofs" (for/on the left side & for/on the right side of those
Symmetrical Tables/Tablets (=Alwaah) therein) from

ALLAH to all humanity at those times.

QURAN TESTAMENT
7/154 Alwaah ... lilladhina hum liRABBIHIM yarhaboona ...
74/30, 37 Lawwaaha lilbashar ..... liman shaa'a minkum an yataqaddama .....

_________________________________________________________________________
30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be "19"!

31 And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;
and We did not make their number (=iddatahum) (=i.e. thus clearly refers to
that most specific number

"19" above,

or/and (as you suggest above)
to that most specific number of that group of "19"

Angels above)

except as a Test for those who have rejected,
so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) would attain certainty,
and those who have Faith would increase in Faith,
and so that those who have been given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and (all) Believers (worldwide) will have no doubt (with regard to this absolute Fact that:
this QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as that disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person erroneously
claimed above, but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

but (also) so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters would say:
"What is it that

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is thus clearly cited in "74/2430" above).
It is such that

ALLAH will lead astray whomever wishes (to go astray) thereby, and HE

will guide

whomever wishes (to go guided) thereby.
And none know the Soldiers of your LORD except

HE;

and "It" (=i.e. that most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" above again) is but a REMINDER for (all) humanity.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)
==========

And so, even if what you suggest above is correct,
there is absolutely no problem here with that specific understanding above,
(because regardless of whether "Tisata Ashara" is understood
straightforwardly, simply and clearly as number "19" in Verse 74/30 above,
or specifically as a "group of "19" Angels" therein, as you suggest)
in either case, there shall absolutely be
the number or/and their number (=iddatahum)

(="19")
over this most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" therein above (=74/2630),
as it is most Clearly and unmistakably emphasized
and then perfectly explained by ALLAH
in these most specific Verses above (=74/2430, 31),
from the very beginning.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Muhammad
« Reply #27 on: January 08, 2016, 01:59:56 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 10:31:48 PM

Posts: 898
And thereafter, if we apply this same procedure
(as we have perfectly applied it unto number "19" above)
this time unto that number "29" mentioned above,
when we rightfully take this first 19th number (="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:
and thereafter, when we rightfully take this second 19th number (="14930352") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="9227465") therein:
and thereafter, when we rightfully take this third 19th number (="86267571272") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="53316291173") therein:

Peace LastDay3, you are not consistent on second; first should be 4181 / 2584 instead.
How fails miserably lol consistent e.g. 29 (use either), how many times have to show this?
the golden ratio = 1.61803398875
19 29 # Fibonacci
1 1 0
0
2 2 1
1
3 3 2
1
4 4 3
2
5 5 4
3
6 6 5
5
7 7 6
8
8 8 7
13
9 9 8
21
10 10 9
34
11 11 10
55
12 12 11
89
13 13 12
144
14 14 13
233
15 15 14
377
16 16 15
610
17 17 16
987
18 18 17
1597
19 19 18
2584 = 136 x 19 (2584 / 1597 = 1.6180338134)
2 20 19
4181
3 21 20
6765
4 22 21
10946
5 23 22
17711
6 24 23
28657
7 25 24
46368
8 26 25
75025
9 27 26
121393
10 28 27
196418
11 29 28
317811 = 10959 x 29 (317811 / 196418 = 1.61803398874)
12 2 29
514229
13 3 30
832040
14 4 31
1346269
15 5 32
2178309
16 6 33
3524578

17 7 34
5702887
18 8 35
9227465
19 9 36
14930352 = 785808 x 19 (14930352 / 9227465 = 1.61803398875)
2 10 37
24157817
3 11 38
39088169
4 12 39
63245986
5 13 40
102334155
6 14 41
165580141
7 15 42
267914296
8 16 43
433494437
9 17 44
701408733
10 18 45
1134903170
11 19 46
1836311903
12 20 47
2971215073
13 21 48
4807526976
14 22 49
7778742049
15 23 50
12586269025
16 24 51
20365011074
17 25 52
32951280099
18 26 53
53316291173
19 27 54
86267571272 = 4540398488 x 19 (86267571272 / 53316291173 = 1.61803398875
2 28 55
139583862445
3 29 56 225851433717 = 7787980473 x 29 (225851433717 / 139583862445 = 1.61803398875)
4 2 57
365435296162
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 11:12:40 PM
or specifically as a "group of "19" Angels" therein, as you suggest)

Yes glad you finally understood that part so why people reject verses?
9:128  ﻟﻘﺩindeed  ﺟﺎءﻛﻡcame you  ﺭﺳﻭﻝmessenger  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻋﺯﯩﺯmighty  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him  ﻣﺎwhat  ﻋﻧﺗﻡsuffer you  ﺣﺭﯩﺹconcerned  ﻋﻠﯩﻛﻡover you  ﺑﺎﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﯩﻥwith the believers ﺭءﻭﻑ
kind  ﺭﺣﯩﻡmerciful 9:129  ﻓﺎﻥso if  ﺗﻭﻟﻭﺍturn they of  ﻓﻘﻝso say  ﺣﺳﺑﻰsufficient for me  ﷲthe god  ﻻnot  ﺍﻟﻪdeity  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him  ﺗﻭﻛﻠﺕtrust I  ﻭﻫﻭand he  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺵthe throne
 ﺍﻟﻌﻅﯩﻡthe great
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Posts: 253

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #28 on: January 08, 2016, 10:04:12 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 08, 2016, 01:59:56 AM

Peace LastDay3, you are not consistent on second; first should be 4181 / 2584 instead.

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
No, first should not be = 4181 / 2584
as you suggest above,
but first should absolutely be = 2584 / 1597

because we should directly, clearly and unmistakably go and focus
on this first 19th number (=i.e. "2584")
in this "Fibonacci Sequence," first of all,
and then dividing it by this preceding number therein (=i.e.
we thus perfectly get the Golden Ratio number:

"1597"),

2584 / 1597 = 1.618033 ......
and then dividing it by this succeeding number therein (=i.e.
we thus perfectly get the Golden Ratio Conjugate number:

"4181"),

2584 / 4181 = 0.618033 ......
And then we should follow this same Perfect Principle  Pattern above,

19th number (=i.e. "14930352"),
and then for/in this third 19th number (=i.e. "86267571272"),
for/in this second

and so on and on and on, ...... even to infinity ......, in this "Fibonacci Sequence" above,
by this immense Mercy and Grace of ALLAH unto all of us here (=Quran Testament

16/18),

from the very beginning.
This is already explained, in detail, in this previous post above
in this most clear, simple and straightforward language
therein:
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 06, 2016, 12:00:36 AM

..........
..........
..........
(when we start counting,
including the "0" in the very beginning,
because it is always a fundamental part as the very first number of this "Fibonacci Sequence"
https://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/fibonaccisequence.html

19th number in this "Fibonacci Sequence"
is clearly and absolutely = "2584"
the first
here:
=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

"0"

1

610

987

46368
1346269

1

2

3

8

13

"2584"

1597

75025

5

121393

2178309

21

4181

196418

3524578

34

55

6765
317811

5702887

89

144

10946

17711

514229
9227465

233

377

28657

832040

"14930352"

























=======================================
So, when we rightfully take this first

19th number

(="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1.618033 ....

This is the fundamental Principle,
we thus rightfully follow
when we find this perfect "Golden Ratio" number: 1.618033 ....
at absolutely each and every
(=i.e. .................

19th number:

"2584" ....................... "14930352" ............)

in this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above.
And then, if we rightfully take this first

19th number again

(="2584") above,
and divide it this time by the "succeeding one" (="4181") therein:

"2584"

/

"4181"

=

0.6180339 ....

This is the fundamental Principle,
we thus rightfully follow
when we find this perfect "Golden Ratio Conjugate" number: 0.6180339 ....
at absolutely each and every
(=i.e. .................

19th number:

"2584" ....................... "14930352" .............)

in this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence" above.

This rest of this Awesome MIRACLE above
is already clearly explained and manifestly presented, in detail, here:

http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
*within Reply #1 and Reply #2 therein
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Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #29 on: January 08, 2016, 10:36:40 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 08, 2016, 01:59:56 AM

How fails miserably lol consistent e.g. 29 (use either), how many times have to show this?
the golden ratio = 1.61803398875
19 29 # Fibonacci
1 1 0
0
2 2 1
1
3 3 2
1
4 4 3
2
5 5 4
3
6 6 5
5
7 7 6
8
8 8 7
13
9 9 8
21
10 10 9
34
11 11 10
55
12 12 11
89
13 13 12
144
14 14 13
233
15 15 14
377
16 16 15
610
17 17 16
987
18 18 17
1597
19 19 18
2584 = 136 x 19 (2584 / 1597 = 1.6180338134)
2 20 19
4181
3 21 20
6765
4 22 21
10946
5 23 22
17711
6 24 23
28657
7 25 24
46368
8 26 25
75025
9 27 26
121393
10 28 27
196418
11 29 28
317811 = 10959 x 29 (317811 / 196418 = 1.61803398874)
12 2 29
514229
13 3 30
832040
14 4 31
1346269
15 5 32
2178309
16 6 33
3524578
17 7 34
5702887
18 8 35
9227465
19 9 36
14930352 = 785808 x 19 (14930352 / 9227465 = 1.61803398875)
2 10 37
24157817
3 11 38
39088169
4 12 39
63245986
5 13 40
102334155
6 14 41
165580141
7 15 42
267914296
8 16 43
433494437
9 17 44
701408733
10 18 45
1134903170
11 19 46
1836311903
12 20 47
2971215073
13 21 48
4807526976
14 22 49
7778742049
15 23 50
12586269025
16 24 51
20365011074
17 25 52
32951280099
18 26 53
53316291173
19 27 54
86267571272 = 4540398488 x 19 (86267571272 / 53316291173 = 1.61803398875

2
3
4

28 55
139583862445
29 56 225851433717 = 7787980473 x 29 (225851433717 / 139583862445 = 1.61803398875)
2 57
365435296162

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
when you correctly find this "Golden Ratio number"
for/on each of those 19th rows
in that Fibonacci Sequence above:
18 18 17
19 19 18

1597
2584 = 136 x 19 (2584 / 1597 = 1.61803381340)

..........
..........
18 8 35
19 9 36

9227465
14930352 = 785808 x 19 (14930352 / 9227465 = 1.61803398875)

..........
..........
18 26 53
19 27 54

53316291173
86267571272 = 4540398488 x 19 (86267571272 / 53316291173 = 1.61803398875

yes, here you are right, because (considering all of them therein),
absolutely this is the perfect common/identic number
(for/in all of them) therein:

1.61803381340
1.61803398875
1.61803398875

X
+
+

And then, when you correctly find this "Golden Ratio number"
for/on each of those 29th rows
in that Fibonacci Sequence above:
28 27
29 28

196418
317811 = 10959 x 29 (317811 / 196418 = 1.61803398873830

..........
..........
28 55
29 56

139583862445
225851433717 = 7787980473 x 29 (225851433717 / 139583862445 = 1.61803398874989

no, here you are not right, because (considering all of them therein),
absolutely this is the perfect common/identic number
(for/in all of them) therein:

1.61803398873830
1.61803398874989
1.61803398874989

X
+
+

And therefore, this is also the first Reason
why these such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.)
thus utterly and miserably fail, even in this very first step above.
Again, this is already strongly emphasized and clearly explained, in detail,
in these previous posts:

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 10:31:48 PM

..........
..........
precisely 6 digits after the "decimal point" (regardless of what number comes next therein,
at this most fundamental first step) is absolutely the perfect place to stop
in this Perfect Context therein:

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 12:27:30 AM

.........
.........
and because that this most essential and basic form of this
most specific Golden Ratio number here:

1.6 ....
thus also clearly and perfectly indicates to us
exactly
and
exactly

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"
"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

so this is absolutely the perfect place to stop here:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....
thus with exactly
and
thus with exactly

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"

(=1

.)

"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

(=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

above, in the very first place.
And this clear and perfect Fact above is also the first Reason
why (not any of those other numbers: "11" or "29" or "31" etc. above)

but exclusively and only this most specific number

"19"

is the one and only "holy/crowned Number"
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"

from the very beginning.
Because within this
=======================================
"the Fibonacci Sequence"

"0"

1

610

987

46368

1

2

3

1346269

121393

2178309

24157817

8

196418

55

6765

5702887

144

10946

233

17711

514229
9227465

377

28657

832040

"14930352"

165580141

1134903170

7778742049

32951280099

89

102334155

701408733

4807526976

20365011074

34

317811

63245986

433494437

2971215073

21

4181

3524578

39088169

267914296

13

"2584"

1597

75025

5

1836311903

12586269025

“86267571272”

53316291173

















=======================================
when we rightfully take this first

19th number

(="2584") above,
and divide it by the "preceding one" (="1597") therein:

"2584"

/

"1597"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this second 19th number
(="14930352") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="9227465") therein:

"14930352"

/

"9227465"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and thereafter, when we rightfully take this third 19th number
(="86267571272") above,
and divide it again by the "preceding one" (="53316291173") therein:

"86267571272"

/

"53316291173"

=

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....

and we could continue, (by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design and Permission of

ALLAH),

in this exact same pattern above, again and again and again, even to infinity (=QURAN TESTAMENT
finding this most specific Golden Ratio number above,
absolutely each and every time:

16/1819),

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 8 1 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................
in such a perfect common/identic form, in its essence,
(absolutely for/in all of those cases above)
in this most Superb and essential perfect form therein (=i.e.
with exactly
and
with exactly

"1" digit, for/before the "decimal point,"

(=1

.)

"6" digits, for/after the "decimal point,"

(=

. 6 1 8 0 3 3)

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 ..........
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our One and Only LORD
here again

ALLAH

(54/49 = 41/53 = 74/2630, 31), from the very beginning.

All those such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.) mentioned above
utterly and miserably fail, in this respect,
when we apply this same procedure unto them, even in this very first step.

So, for example, if we apply this same procedure
(as we have perfectly applied it unto number

"19" above)

unto that number "11" mentioned above,
this is what we would get
absolutely for/in each and every time:

1 . 6 1 7 6 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................

and this common/identic number we see here in this case (=1
would be absolutely lacking = far below this perfect One (=1
which we have clearly seen for/on that most specific Number

"19" above)

this time unto that number "29" mentioned above,
this is what we would get
absolutely for/in each and every time:

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 3 8 ....

. 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....)

"19" above, in the first place.

And thereafter, if we apply this same procedure
(as we have perfectly applied it unto number

. 6 1 ....)

1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 4 9 ....
1 . 6 1 8 0 3 3 9 8 8 7 4 9 ....
....................................
....................................
....................................

and this common/identic number we see here in this case (=1

.6180339887

would be absolutely excessive = far beyond this perfect One (=1
which we have clearly seen for/on that most specific Number

....)

. 6 1 8 0 3 3 ....)

"19" above, in the first place.

Therefore, all those such other numbers (="11" or "29" or "31" etc.) mentioned above
thus utterly and miserably fail, in this respect,
when we apply this same procedure unto them, even in this very first step.
So please, also certainly see again the other Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Reason
even upon/beyond this one above,
thus again to clearly and unmistakably understand:
why and how our One and Only LORD

ALLAH

has firmly established

exclusively and only this most specific number

"19"

as the one and only "holy/crowned Number"
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence,"
from the very beginning.
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
(*so please, absolutely see it again within Reply #1 and Reply #2 and Reply #3
in this above link.
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Topic: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Read 814 times)
Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #30 on: January 08, 2016, 11:20:19 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 08, 2016, 01:59:56 AM

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 12:27:30 AM

or specifically as a "group of "19" Angels" therein, as you suggest)

Yes glad you finally understood that part so why people reject verses?
9:128  ﻟﻘﺩindeed  ﺟﺎءﻛﻡcame you  ﺭﺳﻭﻝmessenger  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻋﺯﯩﺯmighty  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him  ﻣﺎwhat  ﻋﻧﺗﻡsuffer you  ﺣﺭﯩﺹconcerned  ﻋﻠﯩﻛﻡover you  ﺑﺎﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﯩﻥwith the believers ﺭءﻭﻑ
kind  ﺭﺣﯩﻡmerciful 9:129  ﻓﺎﻥso if  ﺗﻭﻟﻭﺍturn they of  ﻓﻘﻝso say  ﺣﺳﺑﻰsufficient for me  ﷲthe god  ﻻnot  ﺍﻟﻪdeity  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him  ﺗﻭﻛﻠﺕtrust I  ﻭﻫﻭand he  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺵthe throne
 ﺍﻟﻌﻅﯩﻡthe great

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
As it is already clearly emphasized in the previous post above,
the most essential and important Main Point therein is:
regardless of whether "Tisata Ashara" is understood
straightforwardly, simply and clearly as number "19" in Verse 74/30 above,
or specifically as a "group of "19" Angels" therein, (as you suggest)
(*both of them may be perfectly correct,
because there is no fundamental contradiction in either of those understandings
with regard to final Conclusion)
because in either Case above,

there shall absolutely be the number or/and their number (=iddatahum)

(="19")
over this most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" therein above (=74/2630),
as it is most Clearly and unmistakably emphasized
and then perfectly explained by ALLAH
in these most specific Verses therein (=74/2430, 31),
from the very beginning.
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 07, 2016, 11:12:40 PM

==========
24 So he (=i.e. a disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person) said:
"This (QURAN) is nothing except an old magic."
25 "This is nothing except the (fabricated) saying of a human being."
26 (ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter (=Saqar)
(thus to clearly prove to him and to the whole World
that QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as he erroneously claimed above,
but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

27 And what made you know what an Uprooter (=Saqar)!
28 It does not letlast (=la tubqi) (but eliminates from/on the left side therein),
and It does not letstay (=la tadharu) (but excludes from/on the right side therein),
29 (Thereafter, it presents) Tables/Tablets (=Lawwaahatun)
(for/on the left side & for/on the right side therein again) for all humanity.
_________________________________________________________________________
*Tables/Tablets (=Lawwaahatun) above
has basically similar/same meaning with those Tables/Tablets (=Alwaah)
which were given to prophet Moses (Peace be upon Him)
as to present "Manifest Proofs" (for/on the left side & for/on the right side of those
Symmetrical Tables/Tablets (=Alwaah) therein) from

ALLAH to all humanity at those times.

QURAN TESTAMENT
7/154 Alwaah ... lilladhina hum liRABBIHIM yarhaboona ...
74/30, 37 Lawwaaha lilbashar ..... liman shaa'a minkum an yataqaddama .....

_________________________________________________________________________
30 Upon "It" (=i.e. that "Saqar" above) shall be

"19"!

31 And We have made the guardians of the Fire to be Angels;
and We did not make their number (=iddatahum) (=i.e. thus clearly refers to
that most specific number

"19" above,

or/and (as you suggest above)
to that most specific number of that group of
except as a Test for those who have rejected,

"19" Angels above)

so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) would attain certainty,
and those who have Faith would increase in Faith,
and so that those who have been given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)
and (all) Believers (worldwide) will have no doubt (with regard to this absolute Fact that:
this QURAN is Not a saying of a human being, as that disbeliever or/and a skeptic Person erroneously

claimed above, but it is absolutely the most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH

here =17/88).

but (also) so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters would say:
"What is it that

ALLAH

has really intended by this "Allegory" (=Mathalan)

(which is thus clearly cited in "74/2430" above).
It is such that ALLAH will lead astray whomever wishes (to go astray) thereby, and HE will guide
whomever wishes (to go guided) thereby.
And none know the Soldiers of your LORD except HE;
and "It" (=i.e. that most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" above again) is but a REMINDER for (all) humanity.
(QURAN TESTAMENT 74/2630, 31)
==========

So please, absolutely see here
this just one Perfect Example (among countless other Perfect Examples here: 16/18 = 74/30)
of this most specific (allegorical) "Saqar" = REMINDER above
for (all) humanity, in this Final Age,
right here now:
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9607711.0

I believe Verses No. 128129 of/in the QURAN
should not be discussed here,
(because it is a totally specific/different/special most fundamental and important Issue),
and because in a few days there will be a related new Topic
started by LastDay3 again, inshaALLAH,
and you are welcome there, if you want to join the discussion there,
after reading the related most essential MESSAGE therein, first of all.

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

progressive1993
Wise One / Burnout

Posts: 2333
Gender:

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #31 on: January 08, 2016, 11:38:31 PM »

So people are starting to use decimals now too to prove they have multiples of 19? You're giving the mathematical miracle of the Quran a bad name.
Logged

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #32 on: January 09, 2016, 10:51:19 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 08, 2016, 10:04:12 PM
No, first should not be = 4181 / 2584
as you suggest above,

but first should absolutely be = 2584 / 1597
because we should directly, clearly and unmistakably go and focus
on this first 19th number (=i.e. "2584")
in this "Fibonacci Sequence," first of all,
and then dividing it by this preceding number therein (=i.e. "1597"),
we thus perfectly get the Golden Ratio number:
2584 / 1597 = 1.618033 ......
and then dividing it by this succeeding number therein (=i.e. "4181"),
we thus perfectly get the Golden Ratio Conjugate number:
2584 / 4181 = 0.618033 ......
And then we should follow this same Perfect Principle  Pattern above,
for/in this second 19th number (=i.e. "14930352"),
and then for/in this third 19th number (=i.e. "86267571272"),
and so on and on and on, ...... even to infinity ......, in this "Fibonacci Sequence" above,

Peace LastDay3,
There is nothing special about Fibonacci and nineteen since any two in sequence above Fib(20) have this property if divided approximate the golden ratio = 1.61803398875
and likewise what you describe is same for other prime numbers 29, 31, 41, etc.
Again pay attention to what is posted. In addition, since it has been made clear (cannot make it more clearer than below); the right thing to do is go back redo all your past
posts on this tell people the truth so someone uniformed perusing the site would not be mislead.
http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibtable.html
19 29 31 Fibonacci
1110
2221
3331
4442
5553
6665
7778
8 8 8 13
9 9 9 21
10 10 10 34
11 11 11 55
12 12 12 89
13 13 13 144
14 14 14 233
15 15 15 377
16 16 16 610
17 17 17 987
18 18 18 1597
19 19 19 2584 = 136 x 19 (2584 / 1597 = 1.61803381340)
2 20 20 4181 ................ (2584 / 4181 = 0.61803396317)
3 21 21 6765
4 22 22 10946
5 23 23 17711
6 24 24 28657
7 25 25 46368
8 26 26 75025
9 27 27 121393
10 28 28 196418
11 29 29 317811 = 10959 x 29 (317811 / 196418 = 1.61803398874)

12 2 30 514229 ................... (317811 / 514229 = 0.61803398875)
13 3 31 832040 = 26840 x 31 (832040 / 514229 = 1.61803398875)
14 4 2 1346269 ................. (832040 / 1346269 = 0.61803398875)
15 5 3 2178309
16 6 4 3524578
17 7 5 5702887
18 8 6 9227465
19 9 7 14930352 = 785808 x 19 (14930352 / 9227465 = 1.61803398875)
2 10 8 24157817 .................. (14930352 / 24157817 = 0.61803398875)
3 11 9 39088169
4 12 10 63245986
5 13 11 102334155
6 14 12 165580141
7 15 13 267914296
8 16 14 433494437
9 17 15 701408733
10 18 16 1134903170
11 19 17 1836311903
12 20 18 2971215073
13 21 19 4807526976
14 22 20 7778742049
15 23 21 12586269025
16 24 22 20365011074
17 25 23 32951280099
18 26 24 53316291173
19 27 25 86267571272 = 4540398488 x 19 (86267571272 / 53316291173 = 1.61803398875)
2 28 26 139583862445 ......................... (86267571272 / 139583862445 = 0.61803398875)
3 29 27 225851433717 = 7787980473 x 29 (225851433717 / 139583862445 = 1.61803398875)
4 2 28 365435296162 ........................... (225851433717 / 365435296162 = 0.61803398875)
5 3 29 591286729879
6 4 30 956722026041
7 5 31 1548008755920 = 49935766320 x 31 (1548008755920 / 956722026041 = 1.61803398875)
8 6 2 2504730781961 ............................ (1548008755920 / 2504730781961 = 0.61803398875)
...
Infinity
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 08, 2016, 11:20:19 PM
I believe Verses No. 128129 of/in the QURAN
should not be discussed here,

The question was simple, do you reject 9:128129 YES/NO?
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍreject they of...
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Posts: 253

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #33 on: January 11, 2016, 11:21:16 PM »

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 09, 2016, 10:51:19 AM

Peace LastDay3,

There is nothing special about Fibonacci and nineteen since any two in sequence above Fib(20) have this property
if divided approximate the golden ratio = 1.61803398875

and likewise what you describe is same for other prime numbers 29, 31, 41, etc.

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
Yes, there is absolutely a Most Special Phenomenon about "Fibonacci Sequence"
and the number

"19" over it.

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 72/28 = 74/2630, 31 = 41/53)
http://freeminds.org/forum/index.php?topic=9608058.0
Because none of those two in sequence you mentioned above that are above Fibonacci (20)

do NOT have this property (intrinsic exclusively and only to number

"19" above) first of all,

and what is described here is NOT same at all for such other prime numbers: 29, 31, 41, etc.
This has already manifestly been presented and unmistakably been proven
in a most clear, simple and straightforward language
within reply #28 & reply #29 above.
But if you still cannot grasp it because you may not have the sufficient mathematical understanding for this,
that's okay, because our One and Only LORD

ALLAH does not hold us responsible

if we do not have sufficient understanding/capacity in any specific issue, as long as we are sincere and truthful.
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/186 & 9/91)

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 09, 2016, 10:51:19 AM

Again pay attention to what is posted. In addition, since it has been made clear (cannot make it more clearer than below); the right thing to do is go back redo all your past
posts on this tell people the truth so someone uniformed perusing the site would not be mislead.
http://www.maths.surrey.ac.uk/hostedsites/R.Knott/Fibonacci/fibtable.html
19 29 31 Fibonacci
1110
2221
3331
4442
5553
6665
7778
8 8 8 13
9 9 9 21
10 10 10
11 11 11
12 12 12
13 13 13
14 14 14
15 15 15
16 16 16
17 17 17
18 18 18

34
55
89
144
233
377
610
987
1597

19 19 19 2584 = 136 x 19 (2584 / 1597 = 1.61803381340)
2 20 20 4181 ................ (2584 / 4181 = 0.61803396317)
3 21 21 6765
4 22 22 10946
5 23 23 17711
6 24 24 28657
7 25 25 46368
8 26 26 75025
9 27 27 121393
10 28 28 196418
11 29 29 317811 = 10959 x 29 (317811 / 196418 = 1.61803398874)
12 2 30 514229 ................... (317811 / 514229 = 0.61803398875)
13 3 31 832040 = 26840 x 31 (832040 / 514229 = 1.61803398875)
14 4 2 1346269 ................. (832040 / 1346269 = 0.61803398875)
15 5 3 2178309
16 6 4 3524578
17 7 5 5702887
18 8 6 9227465
19 9 7 14930352 = 785808 x 19 (14930352 / 9227465 = 1.61803398875)
2 10 8 24157817 .................. (14930352 / 24157817 = 0.61803398875)
3 11 9 39088169
4 12 10 63245986
5 13 11 102334155
6 14 12 165580141
7 15 13 267914296
8 16 14 433494437
9 17 15 701408733
10 18 16 1134903170
11 19 17 1836311903
12 20 18 2971215073
13 21 19 4807526976
14 22 20 7778742049
15 23 21 12586269025
16 24 22 20365011074
17 25 23 32951280099
18 26 24 53316291173
19 27 25 86267571272 = 4540398488 x 19 (86267571272 / 53316291173 = 1.61803398875)
2 28 26 139583862445 ......................... (86267571272 / 139583862445 = 0.61803398875)
3 29 27 225851433717 = 7787980473 x 29 (225851433717 / 139583862445 = 1.61803398875)
4 2 28 365435296162 ........................... (225851433717 / 365435296162 = 0.61803398875)
5 3 29 591286729879
6 4 30 956722026041
7 5 31 1548008755920 = 49935766320 x 31 (1548008755920 / 956722026041 = 1.61803398875)
8 6 2 2504730781961 ............................ (1548008755920 / 2504730781961 = 0.61803398875)
...
Infinity

your conclusions for number "19" above,
and then for number "29",
and then for number "31"
should absolutely be stated in this Perfectly Clear Manner here, first of all,
because our main intention here
is to clearly and unmistakably see the perfect common/identic number
in all of those cases above:
so the perfect common/identic number
for/in that most specific number "19" above

(for the Golden Ratio)
considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

1.61803381..... X
1.61803398..... +
1.61803398..... +
and (for the Golden Ratio Conjugate)
again considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

0.618033963..... X
0.618033988..... +
0.618033988..... +
==============================================================
And then,
the perfect common/identic number
for/in that number "29" above
(for the Golden Ratio)
considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

1.618033988738..... X
1.618033988749..... +
1.618033988749..... +
and (for the Golden Ratio Conjugate)
again considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

0.6180339887482..... X
0.6180339887498..... +
0.6180339887498..... +
==============================================================
And then,
the perfect common/identic number
for/in that number "31" above
(for the Golden Ratio)
considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

1.6180339887482..... X

1.6180339887498..... +
1.6180339887498..... +
and (for the Golden Ratio Conjugate)
again considering all of those cases above
clearly and absolutely is:

0.61803398874964..... X
0.61803398874989..... +
0.61803398874989..... +
==============================================================
So it is already manifestly presented and most clearly explained, in detail,
within Reply #29 above,
why those other numbers (=29) and (=31)
thus utterly and miserably fail in this regard above, in this very first step,

19) is firmly established by ALLAH

and this most specific number (=
also in this regard above

as the one and only holy/crowned Number
of this most Significant and essential "Fibonacci Sequence"
even in this very first step, from the very beginning.

(QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53 = 74/2630, 31)
But if you still cannot grasp this most fundamental and clear Proofs above
because you may not have the sufficient mathematical understanding for this,
please, consult one of your closest sincere and truthful friend that he or she may clearly and unmistakably grasp it above
and then can explain to you in much better/best ways, inshaALLAH.
but even after that if you still cannot grasp it because you may not have the sufficient mathematical understanding for this,
that's perfectly okay, because as I said before:
our One and Only LORD

ALLAH does not hold us responsible

if we do not have sufficient understanding/capacity in any specific issue, as long as we are sincere and truthful.
(=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/186 & 9/91)
Only those who have the basic mathematical understanding to easily and clearly and unmistakably grasp
this most fundamental and clear Proofs above
but still pretend not to understand it and instead want to distort it, unjustly and wrongfully,
will be held responsible by ALLAH for such unethical and immoral behavior.

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 2/75 = 34/56 = 41/40)
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad

« Reply #34 on: January 11, 2016, 11:40:16 PM »

Posts: 253
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 09, 2016, 10:51:19 AM

The question was simple, do you reject 9:128129 YES/NO?
74:31  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﺍﺻﺣﺎﺏowners  ﺍﻟﻧﺎﺭthe fire  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻣﻼﯩﻛﻪangels  ﻭﻣﺎand not  ﺟﻌﻠﻧﺎmade we  ﻋﺩﺗﻬﻡcount theirs  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻓﺗﻧﻪtrial  ﻟﻠﺫﯩﻥfor the ones  ﻛﻔﺭﻭﺍreject they of...

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
The answer was/is clear, simple, sincere and straightforward:

Quote from: LastDay3 on January 08, 2016, 11:20:19 PM

I believe Verses No. 128129 of/in the QURAN
should not be discussed here,
(because it is a totally specific/different/special most fundamental and important Issue),
and because in a few days there will be a related new Topic
started by LastDay3 again, inshaALLAH,
and you are absolutely welcome there, if you want to join the discussion there,
after reading the related most essential MESSAGE therein, first of all.

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Posts: 253

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #35 on: January 11, 2016, 11:52:54 PM »

Quote from: progressive1993 on January 08, 2016, 11:38:31 PM

So people are starting to use decimals now too to prove they have multiples of 19? You're giving the mathematical miracle of the Quran a bad name.

Salaam Progressive1993,

19 / 19 = 1

or/and

1.9 / 19 = 0.1

38 / 19 = 2

3.8 / 19 = 0.2

57 / 19 = 3

5.7 / 19 = 0.3

76 / 19 = 4

7.6 / 19 = 0.4

95 / 19 = 5

9.5 / 19 = 0.5

.....................

.......................

.....................

.......................

.....................

.......................

both of them seem absolutely Flawless and Perfect to me, on either side above,
because
==========
28 ...... and HE has counted (=ahsaa) all things (=i.e. including all of those
"integers" or/and "decimals" here in this respect above) as/in number!
29 And all things (=i.e. including all of those "integers" or/and "decimals"
here in this respect again above)

We have counted it (=ahsaynahu) as/in a Record!


30 Upon it (=i.e. so, thus also including all of those specific "integers" or/and "decimals"
here in this respect again above) shall be "19"!
(QURAN TESTAMENT 72/28 = 78/29, > 74/30)
==========

Remain in peace/salaam.

Logged

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #36 on: January 12, 2016, 01:59:12 AM »
Quote from: LastDay3 on January 11, 2016, 11:40:16 PM
The answer was/is clear, simple, sincere and straightforward:

Peace LastDay3,
It was yes/no question which you did not answer yes or no?
What you posted as proof Fibonacci is nonsensical to anyone.
It's basic math/logic; you need to work on presentation skills.
Lastly, not that it's important or required; only since you question it, do have advanced degrees in mathematics, probability, and computing etc and am really good at my
profession although this nineteen numerology is a waste of time and distraction from my other studies especially Qur'an.

All the best!
Logged

LastDay3
Apprentice

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #37 on: January 14, 2016, 04:10:30 PM »

Posts: 253
Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 12, 2016, 01:59:12 AM

Peace LastDay3,
What you posted as proof Fibonacci is nonsensical to anyone.
It's basic math/logic; you need to work on presentation skills.

Salaam Noon waalqalami,
thanks for the good advice, I will always try to improve my presentation skills,
till it may reach to the level that which will be much better/best, inshaALLAH. (=16/82)
You have already presented all your Arguments
to prove that number "19" is not the most Special Number
of/in this most Significant and essential Fibonacci Sequence above,
and I have already presented all my Evidences
to prove that number "19" is absolutely the most Special Number
(=i.e. the holy/crowned Number created by ALLAH unto it, from the very beginning)
of/in this most Significant and essential Fibonacci Sequence above,
so let everyone who carefully read all of those related posts above decide for himself/herself
which is The TRUTH
in this most Critical and important Issue of our Final Age now.

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 41/53 = 74/2630, 31 .... 37 .....)

Quote from: Noon waalqalami on January 12, 2016, 01:59:12 AM

Lastly, not that it's important or required; only since you question it, do have advanced degrees in mathematics, probability, and computing etc and am really good at my
profession although this nineteen numerology is a waste of time and distraction from my other studies especially Qur'an.

I sincerely congratulate you, my Friend,
for it is truly Good to have advanced Degrees and essential Knowledge in Mathematics and Computing in this Age;

but we should also never forget that all of those Arabs who had advanced Degrees and essential Knowledge in Literature and Poetry
at the time of revelation of QURAN in Mecca in those times could not or did not choose to use their advanced Degrees and essential Knowledge
to truly believe in QURAN and support its most Superb and matchless "Literary Property" therein,
but instead many of them unfortunately chose to use their advanced Degrees and essential Knowledge in Literature and Poetry
to fight against QURAN and to unjustly and wrongfully distort its most Superb and matchless "Literary Property" therein.
(QURAN, Surah An'am 93 & Anfal 3132 & Hud 1922 & Fussilat 26 & .....)
So, it may be an exactly Similar/Same situation at the time of the Revelation of this most Superb and matchless "Mathematical Property"
of QURAN TESTAMENT here (72/28 = 78/29 = 74/2630, 31 .... 37 .....) in this Final Age now.

*******
So thank you for your participation and all your suggestions and comments here, my Friend;
may ALLAH bless us all, and make us all Brothers/Sisters in Paradise, for Eternity,
when/if we are wholeheartedly and sincerely seeking The TRUTH,
and may HE forgive us and lead us Perfectly to

HIS Right Path when/if we sincerely

repent and reform ourselves in all instances. (=3/133136 & 25/7071)

Remain in peace/salaam.
Logged

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #38 on: January 15, 2016, 10:13:40 AM »

Peace LastDay3
Brother, you know a lot of people say" why Mathematics"?
Also some will add , even though they understand simple probability, ,"what is so special about 19"? Thinking is 1 out 19 chance!!!!!!!
I have been asked these questions from those who claim to be Mathematicians?
Posts: 2631

I have often explained this simple example about probability of events:
Let us assume you have 19 red balls and 19 yellow balls in a bag, what is the probability that you pick one red ANDone yellow ball consecutively( assuming you are replacing
before you pick)?
Well the simple answer is : 1/19 x 1/19 = 1/361

(Probability tree diagram will show this easily).

So when I say for example that the "initials" in Qoran are in multiples of 19, I get so what? it is 1 out of 19 chance .etc
I start scratching my head!!! Because to me that is "14 initials", hence using the simple probability above ,i get:
1/19 x 1/19 x 1/19 x..etc 14 times ,Hence almost ZERO..i.e An impossibility?
But never mind, keep doing your sum, I might find some time in the future and try to follow what your sums/numbers/GOD willing
At the moment I am still very busy studying Qoran ( I have checked Rashad s claims though) to try and understand the message.
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged

TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #39 on: January 15, 2016, 02:05:16 PM »
Quote from: good logic on January 15, 2016, 10:13:40 AM
I start scratching my head!!! Because to me that is "14 initials", hence using the simple probability above ,i get:
1/19 x 1/19 x 1/19 x..etc 14 times ,Hence almost ZERO..i.e An impossibility?

Peace,
# of any letter (e.g. Qaf) total in Qur'an probability = 1/19
Any two letters (e.g. Qaf and Saad) = 1/19 x 1/19 = 1/361
7,034 total Qaf in Qur'an (4 too many) 7,034 / 19 = 370.21
Now what delete verses  which ones; where does this stop?

9:128  ﻝﻕﺩindeed  ﺟﺎءﻛﻡcame you  ﺭﺳﻭﻝmessenger  ﻣﻥfrom  ﺍﻧﻔﺳﻛﻡyourselves  ﻋﺯﯩﺯmighty  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him  ﻣﺎwhat  ﻋﻧﺗﻡsuffer
you  ﺣﺭﯩﺹconcerned  ﻋﻠﯩﻛﻡon you  ﺑﺎﻟﻣﻭﻣﻧﯩﻥwith the believers  ﺭءﻭﻑkind  ﺭﺣﯩﻡmerciful
9:129  ﻓﺎﻥso if  ﺗﻭﻟﻭﺍturn they of  ﻑﻕﻝso say  ﺣﺳﺑﻰsufficient for me  ﷲthe god  ﻻnot  ﺍﻟﻪdeity  ﺍﻻexcept  ﻫﻭhe  ﻋﻠﯩﻪon him
 ﺗﻭﻛﻠﺕtrust I  ﻭﻫﻭand he  ﺭﺏlord  ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺵthe throne  ﺍﻟﻌﻅﯩﻡthe great
Ch Qaf
11
2 553
3 306
4 255
5 265
6 271
7 356
8 109
9 216
10 181
11 180
12 193
13 87
14 57
15 83
16 131
17 155
18 151
19 86
20 162
21 105
22 98
23 109
24 61
25 89
26 133

27
29
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

120
147
92
77
31
38
111
94
42
72
80
74
115
107
81
57
84
35
36
73
38
47
32
57
46
28
17
48
22
35
49
27
44
27
19
14
23
14
28
17
36
21
29
16
21
25
24
25
27
15
18
17
11
13
8
3
13
15
6

86 9
87 6
88 3
89 10
90 10
91 10
92 5
93 2
94 1
95 3
96 8
97 3
98 4
99 4
100 3
101 4
102 3
103 1
104 1
105 0
106 1
107 0
108 0
109 1
110 0
111 0
112 1
113 6
114 1
= 7,034
Logged
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Topic: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Read 814 times)
Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #40 on: January 15, 2016, 05:02:40 PM »

Peace Noon.
"Qaf" the initial letter is not over all the Qoran?
Only in two chapters. So I do not know what your post was all about?
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Posts: 2631

Logged
TOTAL LOYALTY TO GOD ALONE.

IN GOD I TRUST

38:65″ Say:” I warn you; There is no other god beside GOD, the One, the Supreme.”
http://www.totalloyaltytogodalone.co.uk/websitepages/goodlogic/

Noon waalqalami
Truth Seeker

Posts: 898

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #41 on: January 15, 2016, 05:58:56 PM »
Quote from: good logic on January 15, 2016, 05:02:40 PM
"Qaf" the initial letter is not over all the Qoran?
Only in two chapters. So I do not know what your post was all about?

Peace good logic,
In reply to probability 114 chapters 7,034 Qaf in Quran not multiple.
Likewise is multiple in 7 chapters as expected and within probability.
Ch Qaf
14 57
26 133

32
42
47
50
61

38
57
38
57
19

Likewise #of  ﻥnot multiple in Qur'an nor chapter 68:1

ﻥ

"unless" include 15th initial

ﻭ

and chapter titles which they exclude for other counts, etc. Mathematicians look for

consistency not fudge counts 100% probability.
Logged

good logic
Wise One / Burnout

Re: "Golden CITY" (=BECCA) =3:9697 foretold by Prophet David and
Prophet Muhammad
« Reply #42 on: January 16, 2016, 03:43:18 AM »

Peace Noon.
Oh no brother,why complicate things. You had it right there: surah 4257 qaf , surah 5057 qaf...Hence 19 x3 and 19x3 or 19 x 6 for both. They are the only two surahs
with "Qaf" as initial!!!!
Had you tried the total "Qaf" in both surahs = 57 + 57= 114, and Qoran contains 114 surahs ,that would have made more sense.
You see the other surahs have not got "Qaf" as initial.
Posts: 2631

It is that simple.
I have a feeling you do not get it? Or you are going to produce two "initialed" surahs with multiples of some random numbers,using your best computer. Only I am sure your
surahs will not even come close and make sense ,like give instructions , lead a nation , tell a story , guide mankind...etc.
Never mind brother, do not bother, use your GOD given time wisely.
GOD bless you.
Peace.
Logged
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